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ABSTRACT
In systems accreting well below the Eddington rate, such as the central black hole in the Milky
Way (Sgr A∗), the plasma in the innermost regions of the disk is believed to be collisionless and two-
temperature, with the ions substantially hotter than the electrons. Yet, whether a collisionless faster-
than-Coulomb energy transfer mechanism exists in two-temperature accretion flows is still an open
question. We study the physics of electron heating during the growth of ion velocity-space instabilities,
by means of multi-dimensional fully-kinetic particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations. A background large-
scale compression — embedded in a novel form of the PIC equations — continuously amplifies the
field. This constantly drives a pressure anisotropy P⊥ > P‖, due to the adiabatic invariance of the
particle magnetic moments. We find that, for ion plasma beta values β0i ∼ 5− 30 appropriate for the
midplane of low-luminosity accretion flows (here, β0i is the ratio of ion thermal pressure to magnetic
pressure), mirror modes dominate if the electron-to-proton temperature ratio is T0e/T0i & 0.2, whereas
for T0e/T0i . 0.2 the ion cyclotron instability triggers the growth of strong Alfve´n-like waves, that
pitch-angle scatter the ions to maintain marginal stability. We develop an analytical model of electron
heating during the growth of the ion cyclotron instability, which we validate with PIC simulations.
We find that for cold electrons (β0e . 2me/mi, where β0e is the ratio of electron thermal pressure to
magnetic pressure), the electron energy gain is controlled by the magnitude of the E-cross-B velocity
induced by the ion cyclotron waves. This term is independent of the initial electron temperature,
so it provides a solid energy floor even for electrons starting with extremely low temperatures. On
the other hand, the electron energy gain for β0e & 2me/mi — governed by the conservation of the
particle magnetic moment in the growing fields of the instability — is proportional to the initial
electron temperature, and it scales with the magnetic energy of ion cyclotron waves. Our results have
implications for two-temperature accretion flows as well as the solar wind and intracluster plasmas.
Subject headings: accretion, accretion disks – black hole physics – galaxies: clusters: general – insta-
bilities – plasmas – radiation mechanisms: general – solar wind
1. INTRODUCTION
At mass accretion rates less than about 1% of the Ed-
dington rate, accretion flows around black holes switch
from the usual thin accretion disk (Shakura & Sunyaev
1973; Novikov & Thorne 1973; Frank et al. 2002) to a
so-called advection-dominated accretion flow (or ADAF;
Narayan & Yi 1994, 1995a,b; Abramowicz et al. 1995;
Narayan et al. 1998b; Narayan & McClintock 2008; Yuan
& Narayan 2014). ADAFs are relevant for understanding
the hard and quiescent state of black hole X-ray binaries
(Narayan et al. 1996, 1997; Esin et al. 1997, 1998), as
well as accretion in low-luminosity active galactic nuclei
(Fabian & Rees 1995; Lasota et al. 1996; Reynolds et al.
1996; Di Matteo et al. 2000), including the ultra-low-
luminosity source Sagittarius A∗ (Sgr A∗) at our Galac-
tic Center (Narayan et al. 1995, 1998a; Yuan et al. 2003;
Xu et al. 2006; Mos´cibrodzka et al. 2012).
The key feature of an ADAF is that the accreting gas
heats up close to the virial temperature, causing the ac-
cretion flow to puff up into a geometrically thick configu-
ration, and the plasma to become optically thin. Because
of the very low gas density, the timescale for electron
and ion Coulomb collisions is much longer than the in-
flow time in the disk, i.e., the plasma is largely collision-
E-mail: lsironi@cfa.harvard.edu; rnarayan@cfa.harvard.edu
less. Furthermore, at distances less than a few hundred
Schwarzschild radii from the black hole (RS ≡ 2GM•/c2
is the Schwarzschild radius, where M• is the black hole
mass), the rate of Coulomb collisions is so low that ions
and electrons are thermally decoupled and the plasma is
two-temperature, with the ions substantially hotter than
the electrons (Narayan & Yi 1995b; Yuan et al. 2003).
The two-temperature nature of the gas in ADAFs is
a generic prediction because (i) electrons radiate much
more efficiently than ions, (ii) coupling between ions and
electrons via Coulomb collisions is inefficient at the low
densities expected in the innermost regions of ADAFs,
and (iii) compressive heating favors non-relativistic ions
over relativistic electrons. Despite these strong reasons,
the plasma could still be driven to a single-temperature
state if there were additional modes of electron heating
(beyond electron-ion Coulomb collisions).
A number of processes have been suggested that
might heat electrons in accretion flows, including di-
rect heating by plasma waves or magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) turbulence (Begelman & Chiueh 1988; Quataert
1998; Blackman 1999; Medvedev 2000) and reconnection
(Bisnovatyi-Kogan & Lovelace 1997; Quataert & Gruzi-
nov 1999).1 Recently, shearing box simulations of ac-
1 Shocks are commonly invoked as a mechanism for particle heat-
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cretion flows in the so-called kinetic MHD framework
(Sharma et al. 2006, 2007), which incorporates the evo-
lution of a pressure tensor in the MHD equations of
the plasma, have suggested an additional mechanism for
particle heating in ADAFs. An increase in the mag-
netic field due to compression or shear, coupled with
the adiabatic invariance of particle magnetic moments,
gives rise to an anisotropy in the plasma temperature
(with respect to the local magnetic field). The resulting
anisotropic pressure stress can contribute to angular mo-
mentum transport and particle heating in low-luminosity
accretion flows (Quataert et al. 2002; Sharma et al. 2006;
Riquelme et al. 2012; Hoshino 2013).
In a collisional plasma, the magnitude of the pres-
sure anisotropy is set by the frequency of Coulomb col-
lisions. In contrast, in a collisionless plasma, the pres-
sure anisotropy is regulated by the growth of small-scale
instabilities that violate adiabatic invariance (most im-
portantly, the mirror, ion cyclotron, firehose and elec-
tron whistler instabilities). These instabilities pitch-
angle scatter the particles and tend to isotropize the
particle velocity distribution. Anisotropy-driven insta-
bilities have been shown to play an important role in the
solar wind (Kasper et al. 2002, 2006; Bale et al. 2009;
Maruca et al. 2011, 2012; Matteini et al. 2007, 2013;
Cranmer et al. 2009; Cranmer & van Ballegooijen 2012)
and in the intracluster medium (Schekochihin et al. 2005;
Lyutikov 2007; Santos-Lima et al. 2014). The same in-
stabilities will regulate the heating of electrons and ions
in collisionless accretion flows. While the linear growth
of these instabilities can be properly described with an-
alytical tools (see Gary 1993, for a review of the kinetic
stability of plasmas with anisotropic pressure), their sat-
uration and non-linear evolution requires self-consistent
particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations.
In this work, we investigate the physics of electron
heating during the growth of anisotropy-driven ion insta-
bilities by means of one- and two-dimensional (1D and
2D) fully-kinetic PIC simulations. In contrast to previ-
ous studies, we do not consider the initial value problem
of the evolution of a prescribed pressure anisotropy (see
Gary 1993, for a review). Instead, we self-consistently
induce the growth of a temperature anisotropy by con-
tinuously amplifying the mean magnetic field in our com-
putational domain. The increase in magnetic field, cou-
pled to the adiabatic invariance of the particle magnetic
moments, constantly drives a temperature anisotropy
T⊥ > T‖ with respect to the background magnetic field.
This setup allows us to study the long-term non-linear
evolution of the relevant instabilites, and not only their
initial exponential stage. In our setup, the increase
in magnetic field is driven by compression, mimicking
the effect of large-scale compressive motions in ADAFs.
However, our results hold regardless of what drives the
field amplification, so they can be equally applied to the
case where velocity-space instabilities are induced by in-
compressible shear motions.
We have modified the standard PIC equations (i.e.,
Maxwell’s equations and the Lorentz force) to account
ing and acceleration in the Universe (see, e.g., Guo et al. 2014a,b,
for a study of electron acceleration in low Mach number shocks,
with parameters relevant for our Galactic Center). Yet, fluid mo-
tions in accretion flows are generally subsonic, so shocks are not
expected to occur.
self-consistently for the overall compression of our sys-
tem.2 This technique is complementary to the method
described in Riquelme et al. (2012) and employed in
Riquelme et al. (2014), which is appropriate for incom-
pressible shear flows (see also Kunz et al. 2014, for hy-
brid simulations of shear-driven velocity-space instabili-
ties). Hybrid simulations of compression-driven systems
have been widely employed to study ion velocity-space
instabilities, most commonly for solar wind applications
(e.g., Hellinger & Tra´vn´ıcˇek 2005). However, hybrid
models — that treat the ions as kinetic particles, but
the electrons as a massless charge-neutralizing isotropic
fluid — cannot describe self-consistently the physics of
electron velocity-space instabilities, nor the efficiency of
electron heating during the growth of ion-scale instabil-
ities. Fully-kinetic PIC simulations in electron-positron
plasmas (so, with mass ratio mi/me = 1) suffer from
the same limitations (Riquelme et al. 2014).3 A compre-
hensive investigation of the physics of electron heating
induced by ion velocity-space instabilities is the main
subject of this work, where we employ fully-kinetic PIC
simulations with ion-to-electron mass ratios mi/me  1.
We find that, for values of ion plasma beta β0i ∼
5− 30, similar to those expected in the midplane of low-
luminosity accretion flows (e.g., Sa¸dowski et al. 2013)
(here, β0i is the ratio of ion thermal pressure to magnetic
pressure), the nature of the dominant anisotropy-driven
ion instability changes as a function of the electron-to-ion
temperature ratio. If T0e/T0i & 0.2, the mirror instabil-
ity dominates, as revealed by its characteristic pattern
of non-propagating modes whose wavevector is oblique
to the background field (e.g., Hasegawa 1969; Southwood
& Kivelson 1993; Kivelson & Southwood 1996). In con-
trast, if T0e/T0i . 0.2, it is the ion cyclotron mode (e.g.,
Gary et al. 1976; Gary 1993; Hellinger et al. 2006) that
controls the evolution of the system during the course of
compression. Since the wavevector of the ion cyclotron
instability is aligned with the mean magnetic field, the
relevant physics can be conveniently studied by means
of 1D simulations, with the box aligned with the or-
dered field. Thanks to the greater number of compu-
tational particles per cell allowed by 1D simulations, as
opposed to 2D, the efficiency of electron heating by the
ion cyclotron instability can be reliably estimated. We
develop an analytical model to describe the physics of
electron heating during the growth of the ion cyclotron
instability, and we successfully validate our model with
1D PIC simulations in the two extreme cases of cold
(β0e . 2me/mi, where β0e is the electron beta, i.e., the
ratio of electron thermal pressure to magnetic pressure)
and warm (β0e & 2me/mi) electrons. In a forthcoming
paper (hereafter, Paper II), we will investigate how the
electron heating efficiency by the ion cyclotron instability
depends on flow conditions.
This work is organized as follows. In Section 2 we de-
2 Our method can also be applied to an expanding plasma, but
in this work we only study compressing systems.
3 Riquelme et al. (2014) also performed a few simulations with
mi/me = 4, to show that the ion physics does not depend on the
mass ratio. Yet, such values of mi/me are likely too small to prop-
erly capture the physics of electron-scale instabilities. Riquelme
et al. (2014) only explored the case where ions and electrons have
equal temperatures, whereas in our work we study the dependence
on the electron-to-proton temperature ratio.
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Fig. 1.— Simulation setup. The magnetic field is initialized along
the x direction, and the box is compressed along the y and z di-
rections, perpendicular to the magnetic field.
scribe the basic setup of our simulations, deferring to
Appendix A a detailed derivation of the relevant equa-
tions of our PIC method in a compressing (or expanding)
box. In Section 3, we present 1D and 2D simulations of
compression-driven instabilities, emphasizing the role of
the electron-to-ion temperature ratio T0e/T0i in deter-
mining the nature of the dominant mode. In Section
4, we present our analytical model for electron heating
during the growth of the ion cyclotron instability, and
we validate our model for two representative cases. We
summarize our results in Section 5 and we emphasize the
astrophysical implications of our findings.
2. SIMULATION SETUP
We investigate compression-driven instabilities in col-
lisionless accretion flows by means of fully-kinetic PIC
simulations. We have modified the three-dimensional
(3D) electromagnetic PIC code TRISTAN-MP (Bune-
man 1993; Spitkovsky 2005; Sironi et al. 2013; Sironi &
Spitkovsky 2014; Sironi & Giannios 2014) to account for
the effect of an overall compression of the system. So
far, a compressing (or expanding) computational domain
has been employed to study the behavior of astrophysical
plasmas in magnetohydrodynamic simulations (Grappin
et al. 1993; Grappin & Velli 1996; Del Zanna et al. 2012)
or hybrid models with kinetic ions and fluid electrons
(Hellinger et al. 2003a,b; Hellinger & Tra´vn´ıcˇek 2005;
Liewer et al. 2001; Matteini et al. 2012). Our model,
which we describe in detail in Appendix A, accounts for
the kinetic physics of both ions and electrons, so it pro-
vides the first implementation of the fully-kinetic PIC
method in a compressing or expanding box. Our model
is complementary to the technique described in Riquelme
et al. (2012) and employed in Riquelme et al. (2014),
which is appropriate for incompressible shear flows.
We present here the main properties of our approach,
deferring a detailed discussion to Appendix A. We solve
Maxwell’s equations and the Lorentz force in the fluid
comoving frame, which is related to the laboratory frame
by a Lorentz boost. In the comoving frame, we adopt
two sets of spatial coordinates, with the same time co-
ordinate. The unprimed coordinate system in the fluid
comoving frame has a basis of unit vectors, so it is the
appropriate coordinate set to measure all physical quan-
tities. Yet, we find it convenient to re-define the unit
length of the spatial axes in the comoving frame such
that a particle subject only to compression or expansion
stays at fixed coordinates. This will be our primed coor-
dinate system in the fluid comoving frame.
The location of a particle in the laboratory frame (iden-
tified by the subscript “L”) is related to its position in the
primed coordinate system of the fluid comoving frame by
xL = Lx
′, where compression or expansion are described
by the diagonal matrix
L =
∂x
∂x′
=
(
ax 0 0
0 ay 0
0 0 az
)
. (1)
The coefficients ax, ay and az, which vary with time but
are independent of spatial location, will be specificied be-
low. From the formalism described in Appendix A, we
derive Maxwell’s equations in the compressing (or ex-
panding) box. The two evolutionary equations solved by
the PIC method are, in the limit |L˙ x′|/c  1 of non-
relativistic compression speeds,
∇′ × (LE) =−1
c
∂
∂t′
(`L−1B) , (2)
∇′ × (LB) = 1
c
∂
∂t′
(`L−1E) +
4pi
c
`J ′ , (3)
where the temporal and spatial derivatives pertain to the
primed coordinate system (the reader is reminded that
the primed and unprimed systems share the same time
coordinate, so ∂/∂t′ = ∂/∂t, whereas the spatial deriva-
tives differ: ∇′ = L∇). We define E and B to be the
physical electromagnetic fields measured in the unprimed
coordinate system. Here, ` = axayaz is the determinant
of L. The electric current density J ′ is computed by
summing the contributions of individual particles, as de-
scribed in Appendix A. Due to the factors of ` and L
appearing in Eqs. (2) and (3), the Courant–Friedrichs–
Lewy condition for numerical stability is more stringent
in the case of a compressing box, as compared to the stan-
dard PIC method in a non-compressing box. Following
the discussion in Appendix A, we choose the numeri-
cal speed of light to be 0.15 cells/timestep, so that the
Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy condition is fulfilled through-
out the timespan of our simulations.
The equations describing the motion of a particle with
charge q and mass m can be written, still in the limit
|L˙ x′|/c 1 of non-relativistic compression speeds, as
dp
dt′
=− L˙L−1p+ q
(
E +
v
c
×B
)
, (4)
dx′
dt′
=v′ , (5)
where L˙ = dL/dt. The physical momentum p and ve-
locity v of the particle are measured in the unprimed
coordinate system. Yet, the particle velocity v′ entering
Eq. (5) should be evaluated in the primed coordinate sys-
tem, where v′ = L−1v. We remark that Eqs. (4) and (5)
hold for electrons and ions of arbitrary Lorentz factor
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(i.e., both non-relativistic, trans-relativistic and ultra-
relativistic). This is in contrast to standard hybrid codes,
where the particles are constrained to be non-relativistic.
In this work, we employ the PIC method described
in Appendix A to study compression-driven instabilities
in a magnetized plasma. A uniform ordered magnetic
field B0 is initialized along the x direction, as shown in
Fig. 1, and the system is compressed along the y and z
directions. More specifically, we choose
ax = 1 , ay = az = (1 + q t)
−1 , (6)
where q is the prescribed compression rate. We pre-
fer this choice, as compared to the alternative ay =
az = 1 − q t adopted in the hybrid code of Hellinger &
Tra´vn´ıcˇek (2005), because it allows to evolve the system
for a few characteristic compression timescales (to times
t ≥ q−1). As a check, we have performed limited tests
with ay = az = 1− q t, and confirmed that the evolution
of compression-driven instabilities is similar to that seen
in our nominal case ay = az = (1 + q t)
−1.
As a result of compression, the extent of the physical
system in the y and z directions will shrink as (1+q t)−1,
so the density increases as n = n0(1 + q t)
2, where n0
is the density at the initial time. From flux freezing,
the ordered magnetic field grows as B = B0(1 + q t)
2.
In addition, as we discuss in Appendix A, the Lorentz
force in Eq. (4) dictates that, in the presence of the
ordered field B, the component of particle momentum
aligned with the field does not change during compres-
sion, so p‖ = p0‖, whereas the perpendicular momentum
increases as p⊥ = p0⊥(1 + q t). This is consistent with
the conservation of the first (µ ∝ p2⊥/|B|) and second
(J ∝ p‖|B|/n) adiabatic invariants. Clearly, the com-
pression of the system has the effect to increase both the
magnetic and the particle energy content.
The method described in Appendix A can be applied
to 1D, 2D or 3D computational domains. To follow the
evolution of the system for longer times, and with suf-
ficient accuracy to properly characterize the mechanism
and efficiency of electron heating, we primarily employ
1D and 2D simulations. Yet, all three components of
electromagnetic fields and particle velocities are tracked.
We use periodic boundary conditions in all directions, as-
suming that the system is locally homogeneous, i.e., that
gradients in the density or in the ordered field B0 are
on scales larger than the box size. Due to our periodic
boundaries, wave and particle convection outside of the
box are neglected. Our choice of periodic boundary con-
ditions is clearly allowed by the fact that both Maxwell’s
equations and the Lorentz force in the primed coordinate
system (Eqs.(2)-(5)) have no explicit dependence on the
spatial coordinates.
In Section 3, we present at first 2D simulations of
compression-driven instabilities in the xy plane, using
128 particles per species per cell (but we have confirmed
that the results are the same with 512 particles per
species per cell). However, we find that, if the initial
electron temperature is less than ∼ 20% of the ion tem-
perature, the wavevector of the dominant instability is
aligned with the ordered magnetic field. It follows that
the evolution of the dominant mode can be conveniently
captured by means of 1D simulations with the compu-
tational box oriented along x. With the same computa-
tional resources, in 1D we can greatly increase the num-
ber of computational particles per cell, as compared to
2D. In our 1D simulations, we typically employ 32,768
computational particles per species per cell, and we have
tested that our results are the same when using up to
131,072 particles per species per cell. Such large val-
ues are of critical importance to suppress the spurious
heating induced by the coarse-grained description of PIC
plasmas (e.g., Melzani et al. 2013), and so to reliably es-
timate the efficiency of electron heating by compression-
driven ion instabilities.
We now describe the physical and numerical parame-
ters of our simulations. The flow is characterized by the
ion plasma beta, which is defined as
β0i =
8pin0kBT0i
B20
, (7)
where n0 is the initial ion number density (equal to the
electron number density) and the initial ion temperature
is defined as kBT0i = mi〈γiv2i 〉/3, where the average is
computed over the ion distribution function.4 For non-
relativistic ions, the Larmor radius in the initial field is
rL,i =
√
3β0i
2
c
ω0pi
, (8)
where c/ω0pi =
√
c2mi/4pin0e2 is the ion skin depth
at the initial time. In this work, we focus on the case
β0i = 10− 20 most relevant for the innermost regions of
accretion flows. In Paper II, we will explore a wider range
of β0i, from 5 up to 80. The electron thermal properties
are specified via the electron plasma beta
β0e =
T0e
T0i
β0i . (9)
We vary the ratio β0e/β0i from unity (i.e., equal temper-
atures) down to 10−3.
Initially, electrons and ions populate isotropic
Maxwellian distributions. As a result of compression,
the parallel temperature kBT‖ = m〈γv2‖〉 stays constant,
whereas the perpendicular temperature kBT⊥ = m〈γv2⊥〉
increases, driving the system towards the threshold for
anisotropy-induced instabilities. We stress that our defi-
nition of parallel and perpendicular velocities is such that
〈v2‖〉 = 〈v2⊥〉 for an isotropic plasma, so 〈v2〉 = 〈v2‖+2 v2⊥〉.
The magnetization is quantified by the Alfve´n speed
vA0i =
B0√
4pimin0
, (10)
so that the initial ion temperature equals kBT0i =
miβ0iv
2
A0i/2. For non-relativistic ions, the ion cyclotron
frequency is related to the ion plasma frequency by
ω0ci = (vA0i/c)ω0pi. In this work, we fix vA0i/c = 0.05,
but in Paper II we show that our results are the same
when varying the Alfve´n velocity from 0.025 up to 0.1.
The ion cyclotron frequency will set the characteristic
unit of time. In particular, we will scale the compression
4 Our definition of temperature, as the momentum flux in a given
direction, is relativistically correct. It will be employed both for
ions (which are generally non-relativistic) and for electrons (which
can be non-relativistic, trans-relativistic or ultra-relativistic).
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rate q to be a fraction of the ion cyclotron frequency
ω0ci. In accretion flows, we expect the ratio ω0ci/q to
be much larger than unity (∼ 107, if q is comparable
to the local orbital frequency). Due to computational
constraints, we will use values of ω0ci/q that are much
smaller, yet still satisfying ω0ci/q  1. In this work,
we choose either ω0ci/q = 50 or 100, and in Paper II
we demonstrate that the results presented here can be
readily scaled to values ω0ci/q  1 (there, we will show
results up to ω0ci/q = 3200). We evolve the system up
to a few compression timescales.
Since we are interested in capturing the efficiency of
electron heating due to ion instabilities, we need to prop-
erly resolve the kinetic physics of both ions and elec-
trons. We choose to resolve the initial electron skin depth
c/ω0pe with 5 cells, but we have tested that our results
are the same when using down to c/ω0pe = 2.5 cells and
up to c/ω0pe = 20 cells. As we discuss in Appendix B,
the characteristic wavelength of the whistler instability
— driven by the electron anisotropy Ae = βe⊥/βe‖ − 1
— is λe ' 2piA−1/2e c/ωpe. In all the cases in which our
system becomes unstable to the whistler mode, we have
Ae . 1. So, by resolving the electron skin depth, we are
confident that we are also capturing the relevant physics
of the electron whistler instability.
On the other hand, our computational domain needs
to be large enough to include at least a few wavelengths
of ion-driven instabilities. Both the mirror and the ion
cyclotron mode grow on scales comparable to the ion
Larmor radius rL,i ∼
√
β0imi/me c/ω0pe. For computa-
tional convenience, in this work we use a reduced value
of the ion-to-electron mass ratio, either mi/me = 16 or
64.5 Yet, in our analytical model we retain the explicit
dependence on the mass ratio. For mi/me = 16 and
β0i = 10, which will be our reference case in 2D, we em-
ploy a square computational domain with Lx = Ly =
1536 cells ∼ 20 rL,i, whereas Lx = 1536 cells ∼ 20 rL,i in
1D simulations. When changing mi/me or β0i, we ensure
that our computational domain is scaled such that it con-
tains at least ∼ 10 rL,i, so that the dominant wavelength
of ion-driven instabilities is properly resolved.
3. TIME EVOLUTION OF THE DOMINANT INSTABILITY
In this Section, we present 1D and 2D simulations of
compression-driven instabilities. We first discuss 2D sim-
ulations of our reference case with β0i = 10, vA0i/c =
0.05, ω0ci/q = 100 and mi/me = 16, and we empha-
size how the nature of the dominant mode changes as
a function of the ratio of electron to ion temperatures.
Oblique mirror modes dominate for T0e ∼ T0i, but if
T0e/T0i . 0.2, the exponential phase of growth is con-
trolled by the ion cyclotron instability, whose wavevec-
tor is aligned with the mean field. We then proceed to
study the main properties of the compression-driven ion
cyclotron instability by means of 1D simulations.
3.1. 2D Results
In Fig. 2, we examine our reference case with β0i = 10,
vA0i/c = 0.05, ω0ci/q = 100 and mi/me = 16, and we ex-
plore how the nature of the dominant mode depends on
5 As we further demonstrate in Paper II, such values of mi/me
are sufficient to separate the electron and ion physics (there, we
extend our results up to mi/me = 1024).
the ratio of electron to ion temperatures (or equivalently,
on β0e/β0i). We vary the ratio of electron to proton tem-
perature from β0e/β0i = 1 down to 10
−2, as indicated at
the top of Fig. 2. We show the 2D pattern of magnetic
field fluctuations in the xy plane of the simulations. We
present both the turbulent component along the mean
field (δB‖ = δBx, in the top row) and the two compo-
nents perpendicular to the field (δBy in the second row
and δBz in the third row), normalized to the strength of
the initial field B0. The bottom row summarizes the tem-
poral evolution of the magnetic energy density stored in
the three components, averaged over the computational
domain and normalized to B20/8pi (orange for 〈δB2x〉, blue
for 〈δB2y〉 and red for 〈δB2z 〉).
In the case of equal temperatures of ions and electrons
(leftmost column), we find that the 2D structure of the
magnetic turbulence for β0i = β0e = 10 is dominated by
mirror modes. This is in agreement with earlier hybrid
(e.g., Gary et al. 1976; Gary & Lee 1994; Gary et al. 1997,
2000b; Hellinger & Tra´vn´ıcˇek 2005; Kunz et al. 2014) and
PIC studies (Riquelme et al. 2014).6 As expected for the
mirror instability, we find that the unstable fluctuations
are non-propagating with their wavevector oblique to the
background magnetic field (Hasegawa 1969; Southwood
& Kivelson 1993; Kivelson & Southwood 1996), as ap-
parent from Fig. 2(a). We confirm that the mirror in-
stability displays a spatial anti-correlation of magnetic
field and density fluctuations, and that the turbulence in
the parallel component is much stronger than in the per-
pendicular direction, i.e. 〈δB2x〉  〈δB2y〉, 〈δB2z 〉. This is
apparent from the comparison of Fig. 2(a) with Fig. 2(e)
and Fig. 2(i) (we employ the same color scale) and from
the temporal evolution of the different turbulent compo-
nents shown in Fig. 2(m).
While our investigation of anisotropy-driven ion in-
stabilities in the case β0i = β0e = 10 confirms the
results of earlier studies, our fully-kinetic PIC method
also allows us to capture the physics of electron-driven
instabilities. We find that the bump at early times
in 〈δB2y〉 and 〈δB2z 〉 shown in Fig. 2(m) at ' 0.25 q−1
is generated by the electron whistler instability, which
appears as counter-propagating transverse waves with
〈δB2y〉 ∼ 〈δB2z 〉  〈δB2x〉 having a wavelength compa-
rable to the electron skin depth (we provide more details
on the electron whistler instability in Appendix B). Hy-
brid studies, that treat the electrons as a fluid, or PIC
simulations with mi/me = 1 (as in Riquelme et al. 2014),
cannot capture the growth of the electron whistler mode,
which precedes the onset of the ion mirror instability.
The electron whistler instability also appears for
β0e/β0i = 0.3 in Fig. 2(n) at q t ' 0.35, but with a
smaller field amplitude relative to the case β0e/β0i = 1,
due to the lower electron thermal content. Yet, the most
dramatic difference shown by the case β0e/β0i = 0.3
(in the second column), as compared to the case of
6 More precisely, earlier hybrid studies agreed that if the plasma
beta is β0i = β0e & 7, the dominant mode is the mirror instability,
whereas the ion cyclotron instability dominates at smaller betas
(e.g., Gary et al. 1994a). However, the PIC study of shear-driven
ion instabilities performed by Riquelme et al. (2014) found that
mirror modes dominate the non-linear evolution for all β0i = β0e &
1. Our 2D simulations with β0i = β0e = 5 are dominated by the
mirror mode, in agreement with Riquelme et al. (2014).
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Fig. 2.— 2D spatial pattern and temporal evolution of compression-driven instabilities, for a representative case with β0i = 10, vA0i/c =
0.05, ω0ci/q = 100 and mi/me = 16. Note that the nature of the dominant mode changes as a function of the ratio of electron-to-ion
temperature: β0e/β0i = 1 in the first column, 10
−0.5 in the second, 10−1 in the third, and 10−2 in the last. The top three rows of panels
show the 2D pattern of the turbulent magnetic fields, normalized to the initial field B0 and projected along x (first row; this is the direction
of the mean field), y (second row) and z (third row). The unit of length is the ion Larmor radius rL,i. As the ratio β0e/β0i = T0e/T0i
decreases, longitudinal ion cyclotron waves in δBy and δBz dominate, at the expense of oblique mirror modes in δBx. The last row,
with the compression timescale q−1 as time unit, shows the temporal evolution of the average magnetic energy in the three directions, as
indicated in the labels (orange for 〈δB2x〉/B20 , blue for 〈δB2y〉/B20 , red for 〈δB2z〉/B20). For comparison, we also show (1 + q t)2 (dotted black
lines) and (1 + q t)4 (dot-dashed black lines), where the latter describes the time evolution of the mean field energy.
equal temperatures (leftmost column), is the fact that
the mirror mode is weaker (compare the orange lines
between Fig. 2(m) and (n)), and a different instability
pattern emerges in the perpendicular field components
(see Fig. 2(f) and (j)). While the parallel fluctuations
in Fig. 2(b) are still dominated by oblique modes, which
are a signature of the mirror instability, the out-of-plane
component δBz in Fig. 2(j) is controlled by a longitudinal
mode, which coexists with the mirror fluctuations in the
2D plot of δBy in Fig. 2(f). This trend — of weaker par-
allel fluctuations but stronger transverse waves having
a wavevector aligned with the mean field — continues
down to lower electron temperatures, as shown in the
third column (with β0e/β0i = 10
−1) and in the right-
most column (with β0e/β0i = 10
−2). More precisely, the
energy in the mirror-driven turbulence in 〈δB2x〉 is a fac-
tor of ∼ 3 smaller than the energy in the perpendicular
fluctuations at β0e/β0i = 10
−1 (see Fig. 2(o)), and nearly
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an order of magnitude smaller than 〈δB2y〉 ∼ 〈δB2z 〉 for
β0e/β0i = 10
−2 (see Fig. 2(p)).
The properties of the waves that dominate in the
regime of cold electrons (i.e., β0e/β0i . 0.2) point to
the ion cyclotron mode, a kinetic instability that has
maximum growth rate at nonzero frequencies below the
ion cyclotron frequency, with propagation parallel to the
background field (Kennel & Petschek 1966; Davidson &
Ogden 1975; Schlickeiser & Skoda 2010). As discussed
by Davidson & Ogden (1975), the ion cyclotron mode
survives in the limit of strongly magnetized electrons (or
equivalently, β0e/β0i  1), provided that β0i & 1, i.e.,
in the regime that we are investigating in this work. On
the other hand, the mirror instability is non-resonant, so
that the electron anisotropy contributes as much as the
ion anisotropy to the growth of mirror fluctuations (e.g.,
Gary 1992; Gary et al. 1993; Kuznetsov et al. 2012). It
follows that, if the electron thermal content is reduced,
the electron contribution to the excitation of the mirror
instability will also be suppressed, and the mirror modes
will be weaker. Indeed, Pokhotelov et al. (2000) showed
that the growth rate of the mirror instability, assum-
ing that electrons and ions have the same temperature
anisotropy (as expected in our case of driven compres-
sion), decreases significantly as the electron temperature
is reduced from T0e = T0i down to T0e  T0i. Simi-
larly, Remya et al. (2013) found that, for an undriven
system with T0e = T0i, the inclusion of electron temper-
ature anisotropy increases the proton anisotropy thresh-
old of the ion cyclotron instability, which means that
its development will be suppressed, whereas it decreases
the anisotropy threshold for the mirror instability, facil-
itating its growth. We have tested the role of electron
anisotropy by performing selected simulations in which
the electrons are not affected by the compression of the
system (i.e., we artificially set L to be the identity matrix
in the electron equation of motion, so that the electrons
remain isotropic). We find that, as compared to the case
of compression-driven anisotropic electrons, the mirror
modes are suppressed even for β0e/β0i & 0.2, in favor of
ion cyclotron waves.7
We have performed extensive convergence tests to
check that the mirror instability is indeed suppressed —
in favor of the ion cyclotron instability — as the electron-
to-proton temperature ratio decreases below T0e/T0i .
0.2. We have confirmed our results when using four times
as many particles per cell (1024 instead of 256, including
both species), and we have also verified that our con-
clusions are unchanged for a box that is twice as large
in each direction. Similarly, we have checked that the
ion cyclotron mode still dominates when we choose a
mass ratixo of mi/me = 64 (as compared to our standard
choice mi/me = 16), an Alfve´n velocity of vA0i/c = 0.1
(as compared to vA0i/c = 0.05) and a compression rate
of q/ω0ci = 1/800 (as compared to q/ω0ci = 1/100).
The dominance of the ion cyclotron mode over the mir-
ror mode for T0e/T0i . 0.2 holds in two as well as in
three dimensions. We have checked this by perform-
ing a 3D simulation with β0i = 10, T0e/T0i = 10
−2,
vA0i/c = 0.05, q/ω0ci = 1/50 and mi/me = 16 in a cu-
7 In the case where the electrons remain artificially isotropic, we
do not observe the early growth of magnetic fluctuations that we
have associated with the whistler instability, as expected.
bic box with 384 cells on each side, a spatial resolution
of 2.5 cells per skin depth and 32 computational parti-
cles per cell. We found excellent agreement with its 2D
counterpart. In addition, we have confirmed that the
critical threshold in T0e/T0i (or equivalently, in β0e/β0i),
that separates the mirror-dominated regime from the ion
cyclotron-dominated regime, is only weakly dependent
on the ion β0i, ranging from [T0e/T0i]crit ' 0.3 for β0i = 5
down to [T0e/T0i]crit ' 0.1 for β0i = 80. Finally, we have
explicitly checked that our conclusions still hold when we
adopt a different temporal evolution for the compression
matrix L in Eq. (1), such that L¨ = 0 (ay = az = 1− q t,
as opposed to our standard choice ay = az = (1+q t)
−1).
As shown in Fig. 2, our conclusions about the relative
role of mirror and ion cyclotron instabilities, as a function
of the electron-to-ion temperature ratio, are valid during
the exponential phase of growth and up to the character-
istic compression time ∼ q−1. By evolving the system to
longer times (up to ∼ 3 q−1), we notice that the magnetic
energy in parallel fluctuations grows faster than in the
perpendicular components (compare the temporal evo-
lution of the orange curve in Fig. 2(m) with the blue and
red lines in Fig. 2(o) and (p)), so mirror-driven modes
might dominate at late times, even for T0e/T0i . 0.2 (for
the secular growth of mirror fluctuations, see Schekochi-
hin et al. 2008; Kunz et al. 2014; Rincon et al. 2014).
However, the compression of the system might last for
only ∼ q−1, in which case ion cyclotron waves will pre-
vail. Also, as we argue in Section 4, most of the electron
heating happens during the phase of exponential growth,
which for T0e/T0i . 0.2 is clearly controlled by the ion
cyclotron instability.
3.2. Comparison of 2D and 1D Results
As we have argued above, if the initial electron tem-
perature satisfies T0e/T0i . 0.2, the exponential growth
of compression-driven instabilities is controlled by the
ion cyclotron mode, whose wavevector is aligned with
the mean magnetic field. It follows that 1D simula-
tions with the box oriented along the mean field (i.e.,
the x direction, in our setup), should provide a good de-
scription of the overall physics. We test this hypothesis
in Fig. 3, where we present the temporal evolution of
the ion anisotropy Ai = βi⊥/βi‖ − 1 (in the top panel)
and of the magnetic energy in perpendicular fluctuations
〈δB2⊥〉 = 〈δB2y〉 + 〈δB2z 〉 (in the bottom panel), for 1D
and 2D simulations (dotted and solid lines, respectively).
The fact that at early times (q t . 0.2) the value of 〈δB2⊥〉
in Fig. 3(b) is lower in 1D than in 2D is because, with the
same computational resources, in 1D we can use a much
greater number of particles per cell (typically, 65,536 as
opposed to 256), which dramatically reduces numerical
noise. In turn, this is essential to capture with suffi-
cient accuracy the efficiency of electron heating. We ex-
plore temperature ratios T0e/T0i = β0e/β0i of 0.3 (or-
ange), 10−1 (blue) and 10−2 (red), for the same case as
in Fig. 2, i.e., with fixed values of β0i = 10, vA0i/c = 0.05,
ω0ci/q = 100 and mi/me = 16.
For T0e/T0i . 0.2, our results are independent of the
temperature ratio (blue lines for T0e/T0i = 10
−1 and red
lines for T0e/T0i = 10
−2) and of the dimensionality of the
computational domain (dotted for 1D and solid for 2D).
This conclusion holds for the exponential rate of growth
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Fig. 3.— Comparison of 2D and 1D results for a representative
case with β0i = 10, vA0i/c = 0.05, ω0ci/q = 100 and mi/me =
16, and different choices of the electron-to-ion temperature ratio
(orange for β0e/β0i = 10
−0.5, blue for 10−1, red for 10−2). 2D
results are shown with the solid lines, 1D with the dotted lines,
as a function of time in units of q−1 (where q is the compression
rate). Top panel: ion anisotropy Ai = βi⊥/βi‖ − 1, together with
the time evolution (1+q t)2−1 expected in the case of compression
alone (triple-dot-dashed black line). For comparison, we also show
the threshold for the ion cyclotron (dashed black line) and mirror
(dot-dashed black line) instabilities, as in Eq. (11) and Eq. (12),
respectively (in the two equations, we calculate the right hand
side using βi⊥ and βi‖ from the 1D run with β0e/β0i = 10−2).
Bottom panel: magnetic energy in the perpendicular fields, in units
of B20/8pi. The fact that at early times (q t . 0.2) the value of
〈δB2⊥〉 is lower in 1D than in 2D is because in 1D we can use
a much greater number of particles per cell (typically, 65,536 in
1D as opposed to 256 in 2D), which reduces numerical noise. For
comparison, we also show (1 + q t)2 (dotted black line) and (1 +
q t)4 (dot-dashed black lines), where the latter describes the time
evolution of the mean field energy. For relatively cold electrons
(T0e/T0i . 0.2), 1D simulations are perfectly adequate to capture
the relevant physics, which is dominated by the ion cyclotron mode.
of magnetic energy (as measured from Fig. 3(b)), for its
saturation value, and for the temporal evolution in the
secular phase at q t & 0.6.
The temporal evolution of the ion anisotropy Ai =
βi⊥/βi‖ − 1 in the top panel shows little difference be-
tween 1D and 2D, and little variation with temperature
in the regime T0e/T0i . 0.2. The anisotropy initially in-
creases, as a result of compression. Given the evolution
of the parallel and perpendicular particle momenta dis-
cussed in Section 2 and in Appendix A, the anisotropy
is expected to increase as (1 + q t)2 − 1, in agreement
with the triple-dot-dashed black line in Fig. 3(a). At
q t ' 0.55, as a result of the growing turbulence induced
by the ion cyclotron instability (shown in Fig. 3(b)), the
ion anisotropy is reduced by pitch-angle scattering (Ken-
nel & Petschek 1966; McKean et al. 1992, 1994). At
late times, the anisotropy approaches the threshold of
marginal stability for the ion cyclotron mode (e.g., Gary
et al. 1976; Gary & Lee 1994; Gary et al. 1994b, 1997,
2000b; Hellinger et al. 2006; Yoon & Seough 2012; Seough
et al. 2013), namely,[
βi⊥
βi‖
− 1
]
MS
=
Si
βαii‖
. (11)
Adopting αi ' 0.4 (a common choice in the litera-
ture8), we find that our best-fit coefficient is Si ' 0.65.
The condition of marginal stability in Eq. (11) is plot-
ted in Fig. 3(a) with a dashed black line, showing that
it properly describes the late-time evolution of the ion
anisotropy for T0e/T0i . 0.2, in both 1D and 2D.9 In
contrast, the ion anisotropy at late times is not consis-
tent with the threshold of marginal stability of the mirror
mode, which for cold electrons is (Stix 1962; Hasegawa
1969; Hellinger et al. 2007)[
βi⊥
βi‖
− 1
]
MS
=
1
βi⊥
, (12)
shown in Fig. 3(a) with a dot-dashed black line.10
In summary, the ion physics for T0e/T0i . 0.2 is insen-
sitive to the electron temperature and to the dimension-
ality of the simulation box (blue and red lines in Fig. 3).
Even for T0e/T0i = 0.3 (orange lines in Fig. 3), we find
that 1D simulations satisfactorily describe the physics
of both ion-driven instabilities and electron-driven insta-
bilities, despite artificially neglecting the oblique mirror
modes. As regards to ion-driven instabilities, we find
that the magnetic energy in perpendicular fluctuations
saturates in 2D at a level that is similar as in 1D, dif-
fering by only a factor of two (compare solid and dotted
orange lines in Fig. 3(b) at q t & 0.6). The agreement is
even closer for the ion anisotropy (compare dotted and
solid orange lines in Fig. 3(a)), with 2D results showing a
lower degree of anisotropy, possibly due to particle scat-
tering by the combined effect of ion cyclotron and mirror
modes (the latter being artificially excluded in 1D). As
regards to the electron physics, we find that both 1D
and 2D simulations for T0e/T0i = 0.3 show evidence of
the electron whistler instability, which is responsible for
the early growth of perpendicular magnetic energy at
q t ' 0.3 (dotted and solid orange lines in Fig. 3(b)).
We conclude that, for relatively cold electrons
(T0e/T0i . 0.2, and perhaps even for T0e/T0i = 0.3),
8 However, Isenberg (2012); Isenberg et al. (2013) argue that the
threshold condition might be very different, if the particle distri-
bution is not bi-Maxwellian.
9 From the temporal scalings of particle momenta discussed in
Section 2, we find that for non-relativistic ions βi⊥ ∝ const and
βi‖ ∝ (1 + q t)−2 before the instability grows.
10 As pointed out by Riquelme et al. (2014), the mirror thresh-
old tends to be marginally higher than in Eq. (12), for moderate
values of ω0ci/q (as opposed to the asymptotic limit ω0ci/q  1
appropriate for Eq. (12)).
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1D simulations are perfectly adequate to capture the rel-
evant physics, which is dominated by the ion cyclotron
mode. In the following, we present 1D simulations of the
compression-driven ion cyclotron instability, focusing on
the mechanism and efficiency of electron heating.
3.3. 1d Results
In this section, we describe the main properties of the
ion cyclotron instability. This will lay the foundations
for the model of electron heating presented in Section 4.
In the limit of weakly magnetized plasmas (namely,
vAi/c = ωci/ωpi  1), the dispersion relation for ion
cyclotron waves reads (e.g., Gary 1993)
ω = ±ωci (1− ω2/k2v2Ai) , (13)
where the two signs indicate that the waves can move ei-
ther along or opposite to the direction of the ordered
field. For the compression-driven setup that we are
studying here, the evolution at late times is such that
the system remains roughly at the threshold of the ion
cyclotron mode, as we demonstrate below (but see also
Fig. 3(b)). The dominant wavevector at marginal stabil-
ity is (Kennel & Petschek 1966; Davidson & Ogden 1975;
Yoon 1992; Yoon et al. 2010)
ki =
ωpi
c
Ai,MS√
Ai,MS + 1
, (14)
where Ai,MS = [βi⊥/βi‖ − 1]MS is the ion anisotropy at
the threshold of marginal stability for the ion cyclotron
mode (Eq. (11)). For the range of βi ∼ 5− 30 appropri-
ate for accretion flows, the anisotropy at marginal sta-
bility is Ai,MS ' 0.65/β0.4i‖  1. In this limit of weak
anisotropy, the wavevector reduces to ki ' Ai,MS ωpi/c.
From Eq. (13), the frequency at marginal stability is11
ωi = ±ωci Ai,MS
Ai,MS + 1
' ±Ai,MS ωci , (15)
so the phase speed is ωi/ki = vAi/
√
Ai,MS + 1 ' vAi.
In Fig. 4, we present the temporal evolution of
compression-driven instabilities from a 1D simulation
with β0i = 20, β0e/β0i = 10
−1, vA0i/c = 0.05, ω0ci/q =
100 and mi/me = 64. As we have discussed in Section
2, in 1D simulations we can employ a number of compu-
tational particles per cell that is large enough to reliably
capture the efficiency of electron heating.
As a result of compression, the anisotropy of both ions
(solid red line in Fig. 4(a)) and electrons (solid blue line
in Fig. 4(a)) increases, due to the increase in the particle
perpendicular momentum, whereas the parallel momen-
tum is unchanged. This is shown in Fig. 4(b), where
we plot the average momentum dispersion in the per-
pendicular (dotted) and parallel (solid) directions, for
ions (red) and electrons (blue). The evolution of the
anisotropy at early times (q t . 0.2) follows the scaling
β⊥/β‖ − 1 = (1 + q t)2 − 1 expected from compression
alone (see Fig. 4(a), compare the solid lines with the
triple-dot-dashed black line).
11 Hereafter, we indicate with ωi the oscillation frequency of the
ion cyclotron mode at marginal stability, whereas the ion cyclotron
frequency is ωci.
At q t ' 0.2, the electron anisotropy Ae = βe⊥/βe‖− 1
exceeds the threshold of marginal stability for the elec-
tron whistler mode, which can be derived from linear
theory (Gary & Wang 1996; Gary & Karimabadi 2006)[
βe⊥
βe‖
− 1
]
MS
=
Se
βαee‖
, (16)
with αe = 0.5 and our best-fit coefficient is Se ' 0.55.
The condition of marginal stability for the electron
whistler instability is indicated in Fig. 4(a) with a dot-
ted blue line, and that for the ion cyclotron instability
(Eq. (11)) with a dotted red line.
As the electron anisotropy exceeds the threshold in
Eq. (16), we observe the growth of the electron whistler
instability, whose properties are summarized in Ap-
pendix B. This leads to an exponential increase in the
perpendicular magnetic energy (see the orange line in
Fig. 4(d) at q t ' 0.25) and in the perpendicular electric
energy (see the orange line in Fig. 4(e) at q t ' 0.25),
until pitch-angle scattering by the magnetic fluctuations
is so strong that the electron anisotropy stays confined
at marginal stability. Indeed, following the growth of
the electron whistler instability, the electron anisotropy
(solid blue line in Fig. 4(a)) never departs from the
threshold of marginal stability (dotted blue line).
The ions do not respond to (or participate in) the
growth of the electron whistler instability. In fact, their
anisotropy still follows the track Ai = (1 + q t)
2 − 1 ex-
pected from compression alone, until q t ' 0.5. At that
point, the ion anisotropy exceeds the marginal condition
in Eq. (11) by such a large amount that the system be-
comes unstable to the ion cyclotron mode.
We remark that the onset time of the ion cyclotron in-
stability (and so, the maximum degree of ion anisotropy)
is sensitive to the ratio ω0ci/q. As demonstrated in Pa-
per II, as ω0ci/q increases, the ion cyclotron instability
appears earlier, and in the limit ω0ci/q  1 it will grow
soon after the ion anisotropy exceeds the threshold in
Eq. (11). Since this happens earlier than the onset of
the electron whistler instability — due to the fact that
Se/β
αe
e‖ > Si/β
αi
i‖ , for the parameters chosen in Fig. 4
— the system might never exceed the threshold for the
electron whistler instability, if the electron anisotropy is
controlled by the ion cyclotron turbulence. The condi-
tion Se/β
αe
e‖ . Si/β
αi
i‖ required for the whistler instability
to precede the ion cyclotron growth can be recast as a
lower limit on the electron-to-ion temperature ratio,
T0e
T0i
& 0.7
β0.20i
∼ 0.3− 0.5 , (17)
for the range of β0i ∼ 5− 30 expected in accretion flows.
This is already in the regime where oblique mirror modes
cannot be neglected in the evolution of the system (see
Section 3.1), so one needs to perform 2D simulations.
For this reason, in the following we primarily focus on
the ion cyclotron mode, deferring to Paper II a study of
the impact of the electron whistler instability.
As a result of the ion cyclotron instability, the mag-
netic energy in the perpendicular component increases
exponentially until q t ' 0.55 (which is indicated with
a vertical dashed black line in Fig. 4), when the field
reaches 〈δB2⊥〉 ∼ B20 (orange line in Fig. 4(d)). In units
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Fig. 4.— Temporal and spatial development of compression-driven instabilities, from a representative 1D simulation with β0i = 20,
β0e/β0i = 10
−1, vA0i/c = 0.05, ω0ci/q = 100 and mi/me = 64. We show the temporal evolution of the following quantities, with q−1
as our time unit (q being the compression rate): (a) Ion (red) and electron (blue) anisotropy β⊥/β‖ − 1, together with the threshold at
marginal stability for the ion cyclotron instability (dotted red line, see Eq. (11)) and for the electron whistler instability (dotted blue line,
see Eq. (16)). The triple-dot-dashed black line follows the track expected from compression alone. (b) The mean momentum dispersion
of ions (red) and electrons (blue), along (solid) or perpendicular (dotted) to the mean field. The dashed black line shows the expected
evolution of the transverse component, due to compression alone (i.e., ∝ (1 + q t)). (c) Efficiency of electron heating or cooling. The
black line is the temperature ratio Te/Ti, the blue line its difference with respect to the initial value (solid if positive, dotted if negative),
and the red line shows the χ parameter defined in Eq. (18) relative to its initial value (solid if positive, dotted if negative). (d) Energy
density in magnetic fields, in units of B20/8pi (〈δB2y〉 in blue, 〈δB2z〉 in red, 〈δB2⊥〉 = 〈δB2y + δB2z〉 in orange). For reference, we also plot
(1 + q t)2 (dotted black line) and (1 + q t)4 (dot-dashed black line, as expected for the evolution of the mean field energy). (e) Energy
density in electric fields, in units of B20/8pi (〈δE2x〉 in green, 〈δE2y〉 in blue, 〈δE2z 〉 in red, 〈δE2⊥〉 = 〈δE2y + δE2z 〉 in orange). The dotted and
the dot-dashed black lines are the same as in panel (d), apart from the normalization. Finally, panel (f) shows — at time q t ' 0.55, as
indicated with a vertical dashed line in all the other panels — the spatial profile of the magnetic fields (δBy/B0 in solid blue and δBz/B0
in solid red, axis on the left) and of the electric fields (δEy/B0 in dotted blue and δEz/B0 in dotted red, axis on the right), as a function
of the longitudinal coordinate x, measured in units of the ion Larmor radius rL,i.
of the mean field energy, which increases as |〈B〉|2 =
|B0|2(1 + q t)4 as a result of compression (dot-dashed
black line in Fig. 4(d)), we find that the magnetic en-
ergy in ion cyclotron waves at the end of the exponen-
tial phase reaches 〈δB2⊥〉/|〈B〉|2 ' 0.3, for the value of
β0i = 20 adopted in Fig. 4. A comparison of the orange
line in Fig. 4(d) with the dotted blue line in Fig. 3(b) —
having a different plasma beta, β0i = 10 — shows that
the saturation value of the ion cyclotron waves increases
with the plasma beta.
In parallel with the growth of the magnetic field, the
transverse electric energy (orange line in Fig. 4(e)) in-
creases exponentially, saturating at q t ' 0.55 at a value
of 〈δE2⊥〉/|〈B〉|2 ' 10−3, or equivalently 〈δE2⊥〉/〈δB2⊥〉 '
3 × 10−3. From Maxwell’s equations, we expect that
〈δE2⊥〉/〈δB2⊥〉 ∼ (ωi/kic)2 ∼ (vAi/c)2. Since vA0i/c =
0.05 in Fig. 4, we expect 〈δE2⊥〉/〈δB2⊥〉 ' 2.5 × 10−3, in
excellent agreement with the results in Fig. 4.12
12 The parallel electric energy 〈δE2x〉 (green line in Fig. 4(e)),
which arises from charge fluctuations (Omidi et al. 2010), is much
smaller than 〈δE2⊥〉 in all the cases we have explored, and it will
Pitch-angle scattering by the growing ion cyclotron
waves begins to reduce the ion anisotropy at q t ' 0.5
(solid red line in Fig. 4(a), but see also the perpendic-
ular and parallel ion momenta in Fig. 4(b)), when the
energy in ion cyclotron waves is comparable to the or-
dered field, 〈δB2⊥〉/|〈B〉|2 ' 0.3 (see Riquelme et al.
2014, for similar conclusions in a system dominated by
the mirror instability). Pitch-angle scattering brings the
ion distribution back to the condition of marginal sta-
bility (indicated with a dotted red line in Fig. 4(a)). At
q t & 0.7, while the ion anisotropy follows the threshold
of marginal stability in Eq. (11), the magnetic energy in
perpendicular fluctuations grows secularly, with a tem-
poral scaling that resembles 〈δB2⊥〉 ∝ (1+q t)2 (indicated
with a dotted black line in Fig. 4(d)). At the same time,
the electric energy in the transverse component grows
faster, with 〈δE2⊥〉 ∝ (1 + q t)4 (compare the orange line
with the dot-dashed black line in Fig. 4(e)). A tempo-
be neglected hereafter. In addition, parallel magnetic fluctuations
are absent, since Maxwell’s equations constrain 〈δB2x〉 to be zero
in 1D simulations.
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ral scaling with 〈δE2⊥〉/〈δB2⊥〉 ∝ (1+q t)2 at late times is
compatible with the fact that, from Maxwell’s equations,
〈δE2⊥〉/〈δB2⊥〉 ∼ (vAi/c)2, given that vAi ∝ |〈B〉|/
√
n ∝
(1 + q t), as a result of compression.
During both the exponential and secular phases of
growth, the spectrum of the ion cyclotron mode is nearly
monochromatic, with characteristic wavevector ∼ ki in
Eq. (14) and oscillation frequency ∼ ωi in Eq. (15) —
even though, strictly speaking, Eqs. (14) and (15) only
apply when the ion anisotropy is at marginal stability. At
q t ' 0.55 (vertical dashed black line in Fig. 4), the ion
anisotropy is Ai ' 0.5, giving a characteristic oscillation
half-period pi/ωi ' 12ω−10ci ' 0.12 q−1, where we have
employed the value ω0ci/q = 100 appropriate for Fig. 4.
This is comparable to the oscillation period of ∼ 0.1 q−1
measured at q t ' 0.55 in Fig. 4(d) as the timespan be-
tween two consecutive minima or maxima in the tempo-
ral evolutions of 〈δB2y〉 or 〈δB2z 〉, shown respectively in
blue and red. We also notice that the temporal oscilla-
tions in 〈δE2y〉 (respectively, 〈δE2z 〉) shown in Fig. 4(e)
with a blue (respectively, red) line are correlated in time
with the oscillations in 〈δB2y〉 (respectively, 〈δB2z 〉).
For the same anisotropy Ai ' 0.5, the dominant wave-
length should be λi = 2pi/ki ' 2.3 rL,i, where we have
used Eq. (14) together with rL,i =
√
3β0i/2 c/ω0pi, for
β0i = 20. Once again, this is in good agreement with
the wavelength measured from the spatial profiles of δBy
(solid blue) or δBz (solid red) in Fig. 4(f). We see that
the combination of the two oppositely-propagating ion
cyclotron waves (one along and one against the field, see
the two signs in Eq. (15)) results in a non-propagating
pattern, with co-spatial peaks in δBy (solid blue) and
δBz (solid red), with an offset of ∼ λi/2 with respect to
the peaks in δEy (dashed blue) and δEz (dashed red).
In other words, if δBy, δBz ∝ cos kix, then δEy, δEz ∝
sin kix, as indeed expected from Maxwell’s equations (see
Eq. (2)) and in agreement with earlier hybrid simulations
(e.g., McKean et al. 1992, 1994). The physics of ion cy-
clotron waves that we have detailed so far will be used
in Section 4 to assess the mechanism of electron heating.
For the case explored in Fig. 4, the efficiency of electron
heating is quantified in Fig. 4(c), where we plot the tem-
poral evolution of the temperature ratio Te/Ti = βe/βi
(solid black line), its variation with respect to the initial
value (blue line, dotted because the variation is negative)
and the parameter χ−χ0, which will be described below
(red curve; solid if positive, dotted if negative).
From the black and blue curves in Fig. 4(c), we see
that the ratio Te/Ti steadily decreases with time, with
the exception of a small glitch at q t ' 0.55 (see the
blue dotted line). The overall trend in Te/Ti is a mere
consequence of the compression of the system, and the
fact that electrons are more relativistic than ions, for
the parameters adopted in Fig. 4 (see the electron and
ion momenta in Fig. 4(b)). As we show in Appendix
A, in a compressing box the particle parallel momentum
does not change, whereas the perpendicular momentum
increases as p⊥ ∝ (1 + q t), so the total momentum p =
(p2‖+2 p
2
⊥)
1/2 increases as p = p0
√
[1 + 2 (1 + q t)2]/3. In
the extreme limit of ultra-relativistic electrons and non-
relativistic ions, Te ∝ 〈γev2e〉 ∝ 〈γe〉 ∝
√
1 + 2 (1 + q t)2,
whereas Ti ∝ 〈γiv2i 〉 ∝ 〈v2i 〉 ∝ [1 + 2 (1 + q t)2], so that
Te/Ti ∝ [1+2 (1+q t)2]−1/2, which explains the decrease
observed in the black line of Fig. 4(c).
Since we are interested in the net heating of electrons
by the ion cyclotron instability, and not in the straight-
forward effect of compression, we choose to quantify the
efficiency of electron heating by defining the ratio
χ ≡ mi
me
〈p2e〉
〈p2i 〉
(18)
which remains constant before the instability grows, and
is a good indicator of the electron energy change occur-
ring as a result of the ion cyclotron mode. The choice
of the pre-factor mi/me is such that in the limit of
non-relativistic particles, so 〈p2e〉 ' m2e〈v2e〉 and 〈p2i 〉 '
m2i 〈v2i 〉, the parameter χ reduces to χ = me〈v2e〉/mi〈v2i 〉,
i.e., to the ratio of the average kinetic energies of elec-
trons and ions. In Fig. 4, we plot |χ− χ0|, i.e., the mag-
nitude of the χ parameter relative to its initial value.
The decrease in χ− χ0 to negative values, starting at
q t ' 0.25 (red dotted line in Fig. 4(c)), results from the
development of the electron whistler instability, where
the free energy associated with the electron anisotropy
is converted into magnetic and electric energy. On the
other hand, the development of the ion cyclotron instabil-
ity at q t ' 0.5 results in strong electron heating (see the
solid red line in Fig. 4(c)). The energy gain ∆γe,qmec
2,
which will be quantified in Section 4, gives a correspond-
ing change in the χ parameter of
∆χ ' me
mi
〈γe∆γe,q〉c2
〈γ2i v2i 〉
, (19)
where we neglect higher order terms in ∆γe,q/γe  1,
for reasons explained in Section 4.1.
4. THE PHYSICS OF ELECTRON HEATING
In this section, we describe the physics of electron heat-
ing during the growth of the ion cyclotron instability. In
Section 4.1, we present an analytical model for the mech-
anism of electron heating during the development of the
instability, emphasizing the physical origin of the various
heating terms. In Section 4.2, we discuss the physics of
electron heating in our simulations, validating our an-
alytical model in the case of cold and warm electrons,
respectively in Section 4.2.1 and Section 4.2.2.
4.1. Analytical Model of Electron Heating
4.1.1. General Formalism
We evaluate the efficiency of electron heating during
the growth of the ion cyclotron instability. We employ
the adiabatic approximation to describe the electron mo-
tion, since the electron Larmor radius is much smaller
than the characteristic size of the system, which is set by
the wavelength λi ∼ rL,i of the ion cyclotron mode.13 In
the guiding center limit, the energy change of an electron
— averaged over a gyration period — can be written as
the sum of several terms (see, e.g., Northrop 1963)
d(γ − 1)mec2
dt
=−e v‖E‖ + γ v‖me vE · dbˆ
dt
+
13 For non-relativistic electrons, the requirement rL,e  rL,i
corresponds to βe/βi  mi/me. For ultra-relativistic electrons, to
β2e  βi (c/vAi)2. In both regimes, it is easily satisfied.
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+
µ
γ
∂B
∂t
+
µ
γ
vE ·∇B +mevE · dvE
dt
(20)
where the electromagnetic fields E and B are evalu-
ated at the instantaneous location of the particle guid-
ing center. Here, B is the field magnitude, bˆ = B/B
is the unit vector along the direction of the field and
vE = cE × B/B2 is the E-cross-B drift velocity. The
Lagrangian derivative d/dt (as opposed to the Eule-
rian derivative ∂/∂t) is measured along the electron tra-
jectory. In the guiding center approximation, the two
derivatives are related by
d
dt
=
∂
∂t
+ (v‖bˆ+ vE) · ∇ . (21)
In Eq. (20), “parallel” and “perpendicular” refer to the
direction of the local magnetic field (so, E‖ = E · bˆ). The
electron, of mass me, charge −e and Lorentz factor γ, has
a parallel velocity v‖ and a perpendicular velocity
√
2 v⊥,
so that its total velocity is v = (v2‖+2v
2
⊥)
1/2.14 Note that
our choice for the definition of the perpendicular veloc-
ity is such that for an isotropic distribution 〈v2‖〉 = 〈v2⊥〉.
The electron adiabatic moment is µ = γ2v2⊥me/B. If the
magnetic fields generated by the ion cyclotron instabil-
ity are weaker than the background ordered field (i.e.,
δB⊥/|〈B〉|  1), we can simply assume that v‖ = vx
and v⊥ = [(v2y + v
2
z)/2]
1/2, since in our configuration the
ordered magnetic field lies along x.
In Eq. (20), the first line corresponds to energy gain
(or loss) involving the parallel energy. The first term de-
scribes linear acceleration by the component of electric
field aligned with the magnetic field, whereas the second
term includes (but is not limited to) Fermi-like acceler-
ation induced by the curvature of the field lines. More
precisely, using Eq. (21), the second term in the first line
of Eq. (20) can be recast as
γ v‖me vE · dbˆ
dt
=γ v‖me vE · ∂bˆ
∂t
+ γ v‖me vE ·[(vE ·∇)bˆ] +
+ γ v2‖mevE · [(bˆ · ∇)bˆ] . (22)
The last term in Eq. (22) describes the so-called curva-
ture drift. In fact, it is straightforward to rewrite this
term as −evcurv ·E, where the curvature velocity is
vcurv = −
γv2‖mec
eB
bˆ× [(bˆ · ∇)bˆ] . (23)
In Eq. (20), the second line represents the energy gains
and losses involving the perpendicular energy. The first
term in this line is the induction effect, caused by the curl
of the electric field acting around the circle of gyration.
The second term represents the energy gain associated
with the grad-B drift. In fact, it can be rewritten as
−ev∇B ·E, where the grad-B speed is
v∇B = −γv
2
⊥mec
eB
bˆ×∇B
B
. (24)
Finally, the third term can be further separated into
14 In this section, for ease of notation we remove the subscript
“e” to indicate electrons.
three contributions. Using Eq. (21), we obtain
mevE · dvE
dt
=mevE · ∂vE
∂t
+mevE ·[(v‖bˆ+ vE)·∇]vE (25)
The first term on the right hand side of Eq. (25) can
be interpreted as the energy gain associated with the
polarization drift. It can be recast as −evpol ·E, where
the polarization velocity is defined as
vpol = −me
eB
bˆ× ∂vE
∂t
. (26)
4.1.2. Electron Heating during the Ion Cyclotron Instability
We now proceed to estimate the contribution of the
different terms in the case of electron heating by the ion
cyclotron instability. By averaging over the electron pop-
ulation, we can assume that 〈v‖〉 = 0 and thus neglect
all the terms linear in v‖. The mean electron energy gain
then turns out to be15
d〈γ − 1〉mec2
dt
= 〈γ v2‖〉mevE · [(bˆ · ∇)bˆ] + (27)
+
〈γv2⊥〉me
B
(
∂B
∂t
+vE ·∇B
)
+
me
2
∂v2E
∂t
,
where in the last term we have replaced the Lagrangian
derivative with the Eulerian derivative, neglecting terms
of order |vE |3/c3  1 in Eq. (25). In addition, while the
electromagnetic fields in Eq. (20) had to be measured at
the guiding center of the selected particle, in Eq. (27) we
have implicitly assumed that the fields can be evaluated
at the particle instantaneous location (in other words,
that the electromagnetic fields have no significant corre-
lation with the properties of single electrons). Below, we
explicitly show that this is a good approximation.
In order to estimate the different heating contribu-
tions during the phase of exponential growth of the
ion cyclotron instability, we need to prescribe the evo-
lution of the electromagnetic fields. As we have dis-
cussed in Section 3, the spectrum of unstable modes is
nearly monochromatic, with characteristic wavevector ki
(Eq. (14)) and frequency ωi ' kivAi (Eq. (15)). Based
on the findings in Section 3.3, we can write the magnetic
field components as
δBy =CB(t) cosωit cos kix ,
δBz =CB(t) sinωit cos kix , (28)
where we have assumed that the wavevector is aligned
with the x direction, as expected in our setup. The
function CB(t) describes the exponential growth of the
fields during the ion cyclotron instability. The expo-
nential phase lasts for a time ∼ 0.1 − 0.2 q−1, which
is longer than the oscillation period ∼ ω−1i ∼ ω−1ci
(assuming ωci/q  1, as expected in accretion flows),
yet shorter than the characteristic compression timescale
q−1. Therefore, when focusing on the exponential phase
of the ion cyclotron mode, we neglect the overall com-
pression of the box (i.e., we assume that (1+q t) is nearly
15 Unless noted otherwise, the symbol 〈Q〉 should be interpreted
as an average over the local particle distribution if the quantity Q
pertains to electrons (as in this equation), or as an average over
space if the quantity Q refers to electromagnetic fields (as in some
later equations).
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constant, and in particular that the mean field |〈B〉| does
not significantly change over time).
From Maxwell’s equations, one can obtain from
Eq. (28) the temporal evolution of the perpendicular
components of the electric field,
δEy =− 1
kic
[C˙B sinωit+ CBωi cosωit] sin kix ,
δEz =
1
kic
[C˙B cosωit− CBωi sinωit] sin kix , (29)
where C˙B = dCB/dt. With the expressions in Eq. (28)
and Eq. (29) for the electromagnetic fields of the growing
ion cyclotron instability, we can now evaluate the time-
integrated contributions of the terms in Eq. (27). We
take the limit CB/|〈B〉| ∼ δB⊥/|〈B〉|  1 of weak tur-
bulence, so that the total magnetic field can be expanded
as B ' |〈B〉| + δB2⊥/2|〈B〉|. Moreover, the E-cross-B
drift and the magnetic unit vector are, to leading order,
vE
c
=
{
δEyδBz − δEzδBy
|〈B〉|2 ,
δEz
|〈B〉| ,−
δEy
|〈B〉|
}
, (30)
bˆ=
{
1,
δBy
|〈B〉| ,
δBz
|〈B〉|
}
. (31)
As we have discussed above, the first term on the right
hand side of Eq. (27) corresponds to the energy change
associated with the curvature drift, so its time-integrated
contribution will be called ∆γcurvmec
2. To leading order
in δB⊥/|〈B〉|  1, this curvature term equals
〈γ v2‖〉mec
|〈B〉|2
[
δEz
∂(δBy)
∂x
− δEy ∂(δBz)
∂x
]
=
−〈γ v2‖〉me
C˙BCB
|〈B〉|2 sin
2 kix . (32)
By integrating over time, under the assumption that
both 〈γv2‖〉 and |〈B〉| do not appreciably change during
the exponential phase of the instability (as we will jus-
tify a posteriori), we find that the time-integrated energy
change associated with the curvature drift is
∆γcurvmec
2 ' −
[
〈γv2‖〉me
C2B sin
2kix
2|〈B〉|2
]
exp
, (33)
where the subscript “exp” prescribes that the quan-
tity in parentheses should be evaluated at the end of
the phase of exponential growth. The negative sign in
Eq. (33) indicates that the curvature term results in cool-
ing, rather than heating, and it is largest at the loca-
tions where δE2⊥ ∝ sin2 kix peaks, as we demonstrate in
Section 4.2. Since the fractional energy loss is of order
∼ C2B/|〈B〉|2  1, it follows that 〈γv2‖〉 is nearly constant
during the growth of the instability, as we had assumed.
The time-integrated contribution of the term
〈γv2⊥〉meB−1∂B/∂t in the second line of Eq. (27),
which we shall call ∆γ∂Bmec
2 given that it depends
on the temporal derivative of the magnetic field, is
easy to estimate. In the limit δB⊥/|〈B〉|  1 of weak
turbulence, we have B ' |〈B〉|+ δB2⊥/2|〈B〉|. The time
derivative ∂|〈B〉|/∂t simply accounts for compression-
induced heating. Since this is a mere consequence of
our computational setup — occurring even without
any instability — it will be neglected hereafter. To
leading order, the first non-trivial contribution to
electron heating is provided by the time derivative of
δB2⊥/2|〈B〉|. This vanishes in the phase of secular
growth of the ion cyclotron instability, since both δB2⊥
and the mean field |〈B〉| grow as (1 + q t)2, as we have
discussed in Section 3.3. It follows that significant
electron heating only occurs during the exponential
phase of the ion cyclotron mode. Assuming that the
factor 〈γv2⊥〉/B ∼ 〈γv2⊥〉/|〈B〉| in Eq. (27) is nearly
constant in time (this will be justified a posteriori;
notice that, in the limit of non-relativistic electrons, it is
equivalent to the conservation of the magnetic moment),
the time integration yields
∆γ∂Bmec
2 '
[
〈γv2⊥〉me
C2B cos
2kix
2|〈B〉|2
]
exp
. (34)
This heating term is largest at the locations where δB2⊥ ∝
cos2 kix peaks, as we demonstrate in Section 4.2. The
fractional energy gain is of order ∼ δB2⊥/|〈B〉|2  1, so
that 〈γv2⊥〉 is nearly constant in time, which justifies our
initial assumption.
The second term in the second line of Eq. (27) describes
the effect of the grad-B drift, and its time-integrated con-
tribution will be indicated as ∆γ∇Bmec2. For the mag-
netic field in Eq. (28), it reduces to
〈γ v2⊥〉me
2|〈B〉|2 (vE · xˆ)
∂(δB2⊥)
∂x
= 〈γ v2⊥〉me
C˙BC
3
B
|〈B〉|4 . (35)
As before, we assume that both 〈γv2⊥〉 and |〈B〉| do not
appreciably change during the exponential phase of the
instability. By integrating over time, we find
∆γ∇Bmec2 '
[
〈γv2⊥〉me
C4B sin
2kix cos
2kix
4|〈B〉|4
]
exp
, (36)
which is smaller than the contribution in Eq. (34) by a
factor of δB2⊥/|〈B〉|2  1.16 Once again, the spatial
dependence of this term will be confirmed in Section 4.2.
Finally, the last term in Eq. (27) gives the energy gain
associated with the E-cross-B velocity. To leading or-
der, we find that v2E ' c2δE2⊥/|〈B〉|2. Since both δE2⊥
and |〈B〉|2 scale as (1 + q t)4 during the secular phase
of growth, as we have demonstrated in Section 3.3, the
time derivative in Eq. (27) is nonzero only during the
exponential phase of the ion cyclotron instability. At the
end of this phase, the resulting energy gain is
∆γE×Bmec2 '
[
me
(
ωi
ki
)2
C2B sin
2kix
2|〈B〉|2
]
exp
, (37)
where ωi/ki ' vAi is the phase speed of the ion cyclotron
waves. We remark that, unlike the terms we have pre-
viously discussed, the contribution in Eq. (37) is inde-
pendent of the initial electron energy. Even for electrons
16 This term is neglected in second-order theories of electron
heating, see Gary & Feldman (1978); Gary et al. (1993). However,
as we show in Eq. (39), the sum of ∆γcurv and ∆γ∂B tends to
vanish in high-beta plasmas, where the electron anisotropy stays
small. In this case, the ∆γ∇B term in Eq. (36) might dominate
the electron energy gain.
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that start with extremely low temperatures, the term
in Eq. (37) provides a solid temperature “floor”. By
comparing Eq. (37) with Eq. (34), we argue that the
electron energy gain will be dominated by the E-cross-B
contribution if the initial electron temperature satisfies
kBTe . mev2Ai, or equivalently βe . 2me/mi.
In summary, the average increase in the electron
Lorentz factor resulting from the growth of the ion cy-
clotron instability can be written as
∆γe,q ≡ γe − γe,q =−|∆γcurv|+
+∆γ∂B+∆γ∇B+∆γE×B , (38)
where we have subtracted the term γe,q on the left hand
side, since it accounts for the electron energy increase
due to compression alone, which would be present even
without any instability. Finally, we remark that ∆γcurv
and ∆γ∂B have the same scaling with the turbulent field
∼ C2B/|〈B〉|2, but opposite sign. Once averaged in space,
their sum equals
〈∆γ∂B + ∆γcurv〉'
[ 〈γv2⊥〉−〈γv2‖〉
c2
C2B
4|〈B〉|2
]
exp
, (39)
where the average 〈∆γ∂B + ∆γcurv〉 is over all the elec-
trons in the system. From Eq. (39), we conclude that
the net contribution only depends on the anisotropy of
the electron population, and it vanishes for isotropic elec-
trons, since 〈γv2⊥〉 = 〈γv2‖〉. Also, we remark that, due
to the cancellation between the two terms in Eq. (39),
the criterion for the dominance of the term in Eq. (39)
over the E-cross-B contribution in Eq. (37) should be
properly written as βeAe & 2me/mi, where Ae is the
electron anisotropy. For simplicity, in our discussion be-
low we shall assume Ae ∼ 1 (see the solid blue line in
Fig. 4(d)), so that the criterion is simply βe & 2me/mi.
4.2. Electron Heating in PIC Simulations
In this section, we demonstrate that the analytic model
described in Section 4.1 is in excellent agreement with the
results of our simulations. In Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, we ana-
lyze in detail the various contributions to electron heat-
ing during the growth of the ion cyclotron mode, for the
cases of cold (β0e . 2me/mi) and warm (β0e & 2me/mi)
electrons, respectively. In both cases, we show in panel
(a) the complete temporal evolution of the transverse
magnetic and electric energy, of the electron-to-ion tem-
perature ratio and of the χ parameter defined in Eq. (18).
Then, we focus on the exponential growth of the ion cy-
clotron mode (as delimited by the vertical solid black
lines in panel (a)), and present in panel (b) the result-
ing increase in the mean electron Lorentz factor, and the
partition of such energy gain into the various terms de-
scribed in Section 4.1. In panel (c) we show the spatial
profiles of magnetic and electric energy at the saturation
of the ion cyclotron growth, and in panel (d) the spatial
dependence of the different heating terms, at the same
time as in panel (c) (the selected time is marked with the
vertical dashed black line in panels (a) and (b)).
For a complete characterization of the electron en-
ergy gain in the adiabatic approximation, one should use
Eq. (20), calculating for each electron the electromag-
netic fields and their derivatives at the instantaneous lo-
cation of the particle gyrocenter. We have performed
such an experiment, following a sample of ∼ 10, 000 elec-
trons, whose instantaneous properties (location, momen-
tum and local electromagnetic fields) were saved every 10
timesteps. For each electron, we computed all the terms
on the right hand side of Eq. (20) and confirmed that
the mean electron energy gain (which can be calculated
directly from the simulation, from the temporal evolu-
tion of the particle Lorentz factor) is equal to the time-
integrated sum of the various contributions on the right
hand side of Eq. (20). So, Eq. (20) properly describes
the physics of electron heating.
We then proceeded one step further, checking that the
assumptions leading to Eq. (27) are satisfied. We verified
that direct acceleration by the parallel electric field (the
first term on the right hand side of Eq. (20)) is always
negligible, once averaged over the electron population.
We also checked that the only significant contribution in
Eq. (22) is provided by the proper curvature term, i.e.,
the one proportional to v2‖. We have tested that the elec-
tromagnetic fields can be measured either at the instanta-
neous particle location (as in Eq. (27)) or at the particle
guiding center (as in Eq. (20)), without appreciable dif-
ferences, once we average over the electron population.
Finally, we checked that 〈∂v2E/∂t〉 ' 〈dv2E/dt〉.
In summary, we have used a sample of particles ex-
tracted from our simulations to explicitly check that all
the assumptions leading to Eq. (27) are well motivated.
Below, we integrate over time the terms on the right hand
side of Eq. (27). The resulting space-dependent contri-
butions shall be called respectively ∆γcurv, ∆γ∂B , ∆γ∇B
and ∆γE×B , and their spatial averages will be 〈∆γcurv〉,
〈∆γ∂B〉, 〈∆γ∇B〉 and 〈∆γE×B〉. Note that we use the
same notations as in Section 4.1.2 (see Eqs. (33), (34),
(36) and (37)). However, in the two subsections below,
we directly integrate Eq. (27), without making use of the
approximations employed in Section 4.1.2 to derive the
simple expressions in Eqs. (33), (34), (36) and (37). Yet,
we have explicitly checked that the assumptions leading
to these equations are realized in our simulations.
In the two subsections below, we present results for
two representative cases, one with cold electrons (β0e .
2me/mi) and one with warm electrons (β0e & 2me/mi).
We have checked the consistency of our results — by fol-
lowing in each case a sample of ∼ 10, 000 electrons from
the simulation — for three values of ion beta (β0i = 5, 20
and 80), two values of the electron-to-ion temperature
ratio (T0e/T0i = 10
−3 and 10−1), two choices of the
Alfve´n velocity (vA0i/c = 0.05 and 0.1) and of the ra-
tio ω0ci/q (= 50 and 100) and two values of the mass
ratio (mi/me = 16 and 64). In all cases, our results are
in very good agreement with the model presented above.
More details on the dependence of the heating efficiency
on flow conditions will be presented in Paper II.
4.2.1. Cold Electrons: β0e . 2me/mi
In Fig. 5, we present the physics of electron heating by
the ion cyclotron instability, in the case of cold electrons:
β0e . 2me/mi. We choose β0i = 20, T0e/T0i = 10−3,
vA0i/c = 0.05, ω0ci/q = 100 and mi/me = 16. It follows
that β0e = 0.02 me/mi.
The development of the ion cyclotron instability, as
shown by the temporal evolution of the transverse mag-
netic energy 〈δB2⊥〉 and of the transverse electric energy
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Fig. 5.— Physics of electron heating, from a representative 1D simulation with cold electrons, i.e., β0e . 2me/mi. We choose β0i = 20,
T0e/T0i = 10
−3, vA0i/c = 0.05, ω0ci/q = 100 and mi/me = 16. We plot: (a) The overall temporal evolution of the system, showing
the development of the ion cyclotron instability, which results in magnetic and electric energy (blue and green line, respectively), and in
electron heating, as quantified by the ratio Te/Ti of the electron to ion temperature, or by the parameter |χ − χ0|, where χ is defined
in Eq. (18) and χ0 is its initial value. For reference, we also plot (1 + q t)2 (dotted black line) and (1 + q t)4 (dot-dashed black line). In
the timespan delimited by the vertical solid black lines in panel (a), we show in panel (b) the various contributions to electron heating
(see legend). The sum of the different contributions (dotted red line), which is dominated by the E-cross-B term (solid black line), follows
closely the actual evolution measured from the simulation (solid red line), validating our analytical model. We then localize the source of
heating in space, by comparison with the spatial profiles of the magnetic (blue) and electric (green) energy densities shown in panel (c), as
a function of the longitudinal coordinate x, measured in units of the ion Larmor radius rL,i. As presented in panel (d), the various heating
contributions (see legend) have different spatial profiles. The plot of the actual electron energy gain (solid red), follows closely the sum of
the different contributions (dotted red), which is dominated by the E-cross-B term (solid black line).
〈δE2⊥〉 (blue and green lines in Fig. 5(a), respectively)
follows closely the evolution shown in Fig. 4, despite the
difference in T0e/T0i and inmi/me. In particular, in both
cases the magnetic energy reaches 〈δB2⊥〉/|〈B〉|2 ∼ 0.3 at
the end of the exponential phase (q t ' 0.55), whereas the
electric energy at the same time is smaller by a factor of
∼ (vA0i/c)2 ' 2.5 × 10−3. So, the development of the
ion cyclotron instability does not depend on the electron
thermal content or the ion-to-electron mass ratio.
As a result of the growth of the ion cyclotron instabil-
ity, the electron-to-ion temperature ratio increases up to
Te/Ti ' 2 × 10−3 (black line in Fig. 5(a)). Accordingly,
the χ parameter grows exponentially around q t ' 0.5,
saturating at χ− χ0 ' 10−3 (red line in Fig. 5(a)). The
net increase in the mean electron Lorentz factor — af-
ter excluding the effect of compression — is shown in
Fig. 5(b) with a solid red line. We focus on the ex-
ponential growth phase of the ion cyclotron mode, i.e.,
0.4 . q t . 0.6 (as marked by the vertical solid black
lines in Fig. 5(a)). As expected for β0e . 2me/mi (cold
electrons), most of the electron energy gain is provided
by the E-cross-B term 〈∆γE×B〉 (black line in Fig. 5(b)).
The other three terms on the right hand side of Eq. (27),
which depend on the initial electron temperature, have
only a minor contribution, with 〈∆γ∂B〉 and 〈∆γcurv〉
having opposite signs (blue and green in Fig. 5(b), re-
spectively), in agreement with Eq. (39). The sum of the
four contributions (dotted red line in Fig. 5(b)) follows
closely the net increase in Lorentz factor as measured
directly from the simulation (solid red line), confirming
that Eq. (27) can be confidently used to estimate the
efficiency of electron heating.
We remark that, since the E-cross-B term 〈∆γE×B〉
does not depend on the initial electron energy (see the
last term in Eq. (27), which results in Eq. (37)), it pro-
vides a solid temperature “floor” even for electrons start-
ing with virtually zero temperature. On the other hand,
the magnitude of this term depends explicitly on the
electron-to-ion mass ratio, so that the resulting increase
in the χ parameter will scale as ∝ me/mi, everything
else being fixed. We have directly verified that, at fixed
β0emi/me  1, the electron heating efficiency is domi-
nated by the E-cross-B term and so it scales in inverse
proportion with the ion-to-electron mass ratio (we have
tested this for mi/me = 16 and 64).
As regards the spatial dependence of electron heating,
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Fig. 6.— Physics of electron heating, from a representative 1D simulation with warm electrons, i.e., β0e & 2me/mi. We choose β0i = 20,
T0e/T0i = 10
−1, vA0i/c = 0.05, ω0ci/q = 50 and mi/me = 64. The panels show the same quantities as in Fig. 5, with the following
exceptions. The dotted red line in panel (a) is chosen to indicate when the heating parameter χ − χ0 is negative (instead, solid line for
positive values). In panel (d), we do not show the spatial profile of the electron energy gain (red lines in Fig. 5(d)), since the heating
process is non-local, i.e., the electrons move across several wavelengths during the growth of the ion cyclotron mode. For warm electrons,
the energy change is dominated by the balance between the gain due to ∆γ∂B and the loss due to ∆γcurv, as shown in panels (b) and (d).
we expect on analytical grounds that ∆γE×B ∝ v2E ∝
δE2⊥. The spatial profile of δE
2
⊥ is shown in Fig. 5(c)
with a green line (instead, δB2⊥ is plotted in blue) at the
time q t = 0.565 that is marked with a vertical dashed
black line in panels (a) and (b). Fig. 5(d) shows that
the time-integrated energy gain due to the E-cross-B
term (black line) follows closely the spatial profile of δE2⊥
(green line in Fig. 5(c)), in agreement with our analyti-
cal model. The spatial profiles of the other three terms
(blue for ∆γ∂B , green for ∆γcurv and orange for ∆γ∇B
in Fig. 5(d)) also agree with the model, but we postpone
their analysis to the following subsection, where their role
in electron heating is much more important.
From Fig. 5(d), it is remarkable that the spatial pro-
file of the predicted electron energy gain (dotted red line)
agrees well with the spatial dependence of the actual elec-
tron energy increase (solid red line). This suggests that,
in the case of cold electrons, the final electron energy de-
pends dramatically on the initial spatial location, since
electrons are heated locally by the growing electric fields
(which, as discussed in Section 3.3, form a stationary pat-
tern in space). The electron distribution at each location
resembles a Maxwellian drifting with the local E-cross-B
velocity. We have directly tested the local nature of the
heating process in the case of cold electrons, by perform-
ing a selected run in which the position of each electron
was artificially kept constant. We find that, despite this
artificial constraint on the electron motion, the heating
efficiency is unchanged, which confirms the local nature
of the heating process.
4.2.2. Warm Electrons: β0e & 2me/mi
To study the case of warm electrons with β0e &
2me/mi, we increase both the electron-to-ion tempera-
ture ratio to T0e/T0i = 10
−1 and the ion-to-electron mass
ratio to mi/me = 64. It follows that β0e = 2 mi/me.
The parameters chosen for Fig. 6 — β0i = 20,
T0e/T0i = 10
−1, vA0i/c = 0.05, ω0ci/q = 50 and
mi/me = 64 — are identical to the reference case dis-
cussed in Section 3.3 (see Fig. 4), with the exception of
ω0ci/q, which is smaller here by a factor of two. Despite
this difference, we notice that the magnetic energy at the
end of the exponential phase is still 〈δB2⊥〉/|〈B〉|2 ∼ 0.3
(blue line in Fig. 6), and the electric energy is still a
factor of ∼ (vA0i/c)2 ' 2.5×10−3 smaller than the mag-
netic energy (green line in Fig. 6). The only variation,
with respect to the case ω0ci/q = 100 studied in Section
3.3, is the fact that the exponential growth terminates
at q t ' 0.7, later than in Fig. 4.
For the parameters adopted in Fig. 6, the electrons
are quasi-relativistic. Due to the different adiabatic in-
dex with respect to the non-relativistic ions, the elec-
trons are disfavored, as regard to compressive heating.
This explains the steady decrease in Te/Ti shown in
Fig. 6(a) with a black line. Excluding the effect of com-
pression, the χ parameter (red line in Fig. 6(a)) shows
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an early phase of cooling (dotted red line in Fig. 6(a)
at 0.25 . q t . 0.6), due to the growth of the electron
whistler instability, which drains the free energy of the
electron anisotropy to generate electromagnetic waves
(see the corresponding bumps in the blue and green lines
in Fig. 6(a)). At q t & 0.6, the ion cyclotron instability
grows and heats the electrons, bringing the χ parameter
back to positive values (solid red line in Fig. 6(a)), up to
a saturation value of χ− χ0 ' 10−2.
The net increase in the mean electron Lorentz factor
— excluding the effect of compression — is shown in
Fig. 6(b) with a solid red line, during the exponential
growth of the ion cyclotron mode (0.55 . q t . 0.8, as
marked by the vertical solid black lines in Fig. 6(a)). We
notice that, following a decrease at early times which
is associated with the electron whistler mode (see the
minor dip in the solid red line at q t ' 0.6 in Fig. 6(b)),
the mean electron Lorentz factor asymptotes to ' 0.02.
The sum of the four contributions on the right hand
side of Eq. (27), once integrated over time (dotted red
line in Fig. 6(b)), follows closely the net increase in
Lorentz factor as measured directly from the simulation
(solid red line), confirming that Eq. (27) (and conse-
quently, Eq. (38)) can be confidently used to estimate
the efficiency of electron heating. In this case of warm
electrons, the E-cross-B term 〈∆γE×B〉 (black line in
Fig. 6(b)), which dominated for cold electrons, is com-
pletely negligible. Rather, most of the electron heat-
ing comes from the combination of the (positive) term
〈∆γ∂B〉 (blue line in Fig. 6(b)) and the (negative) curva-
ture term 〈∆γcurv〉 (green line), with a minor contribu-
tion by the grad-B term 〈∆γ∇B〉 (orange line). Unlike
the E-cross-B factor, these three terms yield an increase
in electron energy proportional to the electron tempera-
ture, irrespective of the electron-to-ion mass ratio.
By comparing Fig. 6(b) with Fig. 5(b), we can demon-
strate that the heating contributions 〈∆γ∂B〉 (blue line)
and 〈∆γcurv〉 (green line) scale as predicted in Eqs. (34)
and (33), respectively. In terms of the variation in
Lorentz factor, which is plotted in panel (b), the blue
and green curves should scale as ∝ (T0e/T0i)(mi/me),
implying a difference of a factor of ∼ 400 between Fig. 5
and Fig. 6, in good agreement with the numerical re-
sults. Most importantly, the sum of the four contribu-
tions (dotted red line in Fig. 6(b)) follows closely the net
increase in Lorentz factor as measured directly from the
simulation (solid red line), confirming that Eq. (27) (and
consequently, Eq. (38)) are valid even for warm electrons.
To investigate the spatial dependence of the differ-
ent heating contributions, we present the spatial pro-
files of the magnetic (blue) and electric (green) energy
in Fig. 6(c). We find that the electron temperatures
perpendicular and parallel to the mean field are nearly
uniform in space (not shown), with a modest tendency
for lower perpendicular temperatures (and higher paral-
lel temperatures) close to the peaks in magnetic energy,
as expected from the mirror effect. The spatial unifor-
mity of Te⊥ and Te‖ is related to the fact that the heating
process is non-local, i.e., the electrons move across sev-
eral wavelengths during the growth of the ion cyclotron
mode. This is the reason why in Fig. 6(d) we do not
show the spatial profile of the electron energy gain, as
opposed to Fig. 5(d) (red solid and dotted lines), where
the heating mechanism was spatially localized.
In Fig. 6(d), we confirm the spatial dependence of the
different heating terms, as described in Eqs. (33), (34)
and (36). In Section 4.1, we have assumed, among other
things, that the spectrum of the ion cyclotron mode is
monochromatic, as in Eq. (28), and we have derived
that ∆γ∂B ∝ δB2⊥ ∝ cos2kix, ∆γcurv ∝ sin2kix and
∆γ∇B ∝ cos2kix sin2kix. These spatial dependences
are confirmed in Fig. 6(d), even though, in computing
the different curves, we have directly employed Eq. (27),
without any of the assumptions leading to Eqs. (33), (34)
and (36). In particular, we notice that the heating as-
sociated with ∆γ∂B (blue line in Fig. 6(d)) follows the
profile of magnetic energy shown in Fig. 6(c), whereas
the contribution of ∆γcurv (green line in Fig. 6(d)) peaks
— though, with negative values — at the same locations
as the electric energy in Fig. 6(c). Lastly, the grad-B
term ∆γ∇B (orange line in Fig. 6(d)) is largest in be-
tween the peaks of δB2⊥ and δE
2
⊥ (e.g., see the orange
line in Fig. 6(d) at 3 . x/rL,i . 4.5).
5. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this work, we have investigated the physics of elec-
tron heating during the growth of ion velocity-space in-
stabilities in a collisionless plasma, by means of 1D and
2D fully-kinetic PIC simulations. We have focused on in-
stabilities driven by a pressure anisotropy with P⊥ > P‖:
the mirror and ion cyclotron instability and the electron
whistler instability. We do not consider the initial value
problem of the evolution of a prescribed temperature
anisotropy. Rather, we constantly drive P⊥ > P‖ by con-
tinuously forcing an amplification of the mean magnetic
field. The increase in magnetic field, coupled to the adia-
batic invariance of the particle magnetic moments, drives
P⊥ > P‖. Our setup allows us to study the long-term
non-linear evolution of the relevant instabilites, beyond
their initial exponential stage. In our setup, the increase
in magnetic field is driven by compression.17 However,
our results — and in particular, our model of electron
heating via the ion cyclotron instability — hold regard-
less of what drives the field amplification, so they can be
equally applied to the case where velocity-space instabil-
ities are induced by incompressible shear motions (Kunz
et al. 2014; Riquelme et al. 2014).
Fully-kinetic PIC simulations with mobile ions and a
realistic mass ratio are required to capture from first
principles the energy transfer from ions to electrons dur-
ing the growth of ion velocity-space instabilities. To
study this problem, we have modified the standard PIC
equations (i.e., Maxwell’s equations and the Lorentz
force) to account self-consistently for the overall com-
pression of our system. Anisotropy-driven ion insta-
bilities in a system undergoing compression have been
studied with a hybrid code by Hellinger & Tra´vn´ıcˇek
(2005). In hybrid codes, the electrons are treated as
a massless charge-neutralizing isotropic fluid, so these
codes cannot capture self-consistently the kinetic physics
of anisotropy-driven electron instabilities (notably, the
electron whistler mode), nor the efficiency of electron
heating during the growth of ion-scale instabilities.
17 As a side note, we remark that our numerical technique can
also be applied to expanding plasmas, e.g., to study the interplay
between electron and ion kinetic physics in the solar wind.
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With our novel fully-kinetic technique, we have stud-
ied, on the one hand, how the growth of ion-scale insta-
bilities depends on the electron-to-ion temperature ratio
T0e/T0i. On the other hand, we have assessed how the
development of ion velocity-space instabilities can result
in net electron heating (aside from the energy gain due
to compression alone). Our main results are as follows:
• For the values of ion plasma beta β0i ∼ 5 − 30
expected in the midplane of low-luminosity accre-
tion flows (e.g., Sa¸dowski et al. 2013), the na-
ture of the dominant anisotropy-driven ion insta-
bility changes as a function of the electron-to-ion
temperature ratio. If T0e/T0i & 0.2, the mir-
ror instability dominates. This is in agreement
with recent hybrid (Kunz et al. 2014) and PIC
(Riquelme et al. 2014) simulations of shear-driven
ion velocity-space instabilities in collisionless plas-
mas with T0e = T0i. For T0e/T0i & 0.2, the elec-
tron anisotropy induced by compression actively
participates in the growth of the mirror mode.18
In contrast, if the electron thermal content is re-
duced, the electron contribution to the excitation
of the mirror instability is suppressed, and mirror
modes are weaker. For T0e/T0i . 0.2, we find that
it is the ion cyclotron mode that controls the evo-
lution of the system, at least up to one compres-
sion timescale. Pitch-angle scattering off the result-
ing ion cyclotron waves reduces the ion anisotropy,
which in the saturated state follows the marginal
stability condition [βi⊥/βi‖ − 1]MS ' 0.65/β0.4i‖ ap-
propriate for the ion cyclotron mode.
• Since the wavevector of the ion cyclotron instability
is aligned with the mean field, the relevant physics
at temperatures T0e/T0i . 0.2 can be conveniently
studied with 1D simulations, with the box aligned
with the ordered field. In this regime, we find
that the evolution of turbulent field energy and of
the ion anisotropy in 1D simulations is in excellent
agreement with 2D results. Thanks to the greater
number of particles per cell allowed by 1D simula-
tions, the efficiency of electron heating by the ion
cyclotron instability can thus be reliably estimated.
• We have developed an analytical model to describe
the physics of electron heating during the growth of
the ion cyclotron instability, clarifying the physical
origin of the different heating terms in Eqs. (33),
(34), (36) and (37).19 We find that for cold elec-
trons (β0e . 2me/mi, where β0e is the ratio of elec-
tron thermal pressure to magnetic pressure), the
electron energy gain is controlled by the magnitude
of the E-cross-B velocity induced by the ion cy-
clotron waves (Eq. (37)). This term is independent
18 For warm electrons, the electron anisotropy exceeds the
threshold of marginal stability for the electron whistler mode
[βe⊥/βe‖ − 1]MS ' 0.55/β0.5e‖ before the onset of the mirror in-
stability. In this case, we find that electron pitch-angle scattering
off the electron whistler waves maintains the electron anisotropy
at the marginal stability threshold of the whistler mode.
19 Our analytical model can be employed to describe the process
of electron heating due to any ion-scale instability (i.e., not only the
ion cyclotron mode) having transverse fluctuations as in Eq. (28)
that are weak compared to the mean field, i.e., δB⊥/|〈B〉|  1.
of the initial electron temperature, so it provides a
solid energy “floor” even for electrons starting with
extremely low temperatures. On the other hand,
the electron energy increase for β0e & 2me/mi
is proportional to the initial electron temperature,
and depends linearly (in Eq. (33) and Eq. (34)) or
quadratically (in Eq. (36)) on the energy of the ion
cyclotron fluctuations. We have validated our ana-
lytical model in both regimes, β0e . 2me/mi and
β0e & 2me/mi, by means of 1D PIC simulations.
We find excellent agreement with our analytical re-
sults for both the magnitude and the spatial depen-
dence of the various heating terms. In Paper II, we
investigate how the electron heating efficiency by
the ion cyclotron mode depends on flow conditions.
Our results have implications for the physics of low-
luminosity accretion flows, where the rate of Coulomb
collisions in the innermost regions is extremely low, and
the plasma is two-temperature. However, the same
velocity-space instabilities that we discuss here play an
important role in the solar wind (Kasper et al. 2002,
2006; Bale et al. 2009; Maruca et al. 2011, 2012; Mat-
teini et al. 2007, 2013; Cranmer et al. 2009; Cranmer &
van Ballegooijen 2012) and in the intracluster medium
(Schekochihin et al. 2005; Lyutikov 2007; Santos-Lima
et al. 2014). So, our findings have implications for a va-
riety of collisionless astrophysical plasmas.
A major outcome of our study is that, for the plasma
parameters appropriate to the innermost regions of
ADAFs, the mirror instability dominates for T0e/T0i &
0.2, whereas for T0e/T0i . 0.2 the ion anisotropy is
controlled by the ion cyclotron instability. In shear-
ing box simulations of accretion flows that employ the
so-called kinetic MHD framework (Sharma et al. 2006,
2007), the evolution of an anisotropic pressure tensor
is incorporated in the MHD equations of the plasma.
There, the physics of anisotropy-driven instabilities is
included by setting a strict upper limit on the pres-
sure anisotropy: once the pressure anisotropy exceeds
the threshold value, pitch-angle scattering is expected
to quickly reduce the anisotropy to its threshold value.
Based on our findings, the threshold of marginal stabil-
ity to be employed in kinetic MHD simulations should
depend not only on the local ion fluid properties (no-
tably, β0i), but also on the electron-to-proton tempera-
ture ratio: the marginal stability for the mirror instabil-
ity should be enforced when T0e/T0i & 0.2, whereas the
threshold condition for the ion cyclotron mode should
be applied when T0e/T0i . 0.2. An assessment of the
appropriate threshold condition to be used as a closure
relation in fluid models is important for the large-scale
dynamics of accretion flows, e.g., by affecting their an-
gular momentum transport.
A second application of our work concerns the physics
of electron heating in collisionless plasmas. The elec-
tron heating mechanism described in this work can be
incorporated into global general-relativistic magnetohy-
drodynamic (GRMHD) simulations of low-luminosity ac-
cretion flows, by adding a source term to the electron
thermal evolution. This will enable us to follow the
electron thermodynamics as the electron fluid is heated
by ion velocity-space instabilities or cooled by radia-
tion. It would help to clarify the equilibrium value of
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the electron-to-proton temperature ratio as a function of
radius in collisionless accretion flows, and could be em-
ployed for modeling the radiative properties of systems
like Sgr A∗ (e.g., Yuan & Narayan 2014). A detailed
assessment of the dependence of the electron heating ef-
ficiency on flow conditions is deferred to Paper II.
We conclude by discussing a few questions that our
work has not addressed. We have not tackled the role
of oblique compressions, i.e., when the compression is
not orthogonal to the large-scale magnetic field. Such a
study should be performed with multi-dimensional PIC
simulations, to be presented elsewhere.
Finally, we remark that our investigation has been per-
formed for homogeneous electron-proton plasmas, with-
out heavier nuclei. It is known that the inclusion of a
significant fraction of Helium nuclei may significantly
raise the proton cyclotron threshold, thus suppressing
the proton cyclotron instability, in favor of the mirror
mode (Price et al. 1986). Also, spatio-temporal varia-
tions in the ambient magnetic field on intermediate scales
(larger than the proton Larmor radius, but smaller than
the large-scale gradients in the disk) may affect the pro-
ton cyclotron instability more than the mirror instability.
This is because the proton cyclotron instability relies on
the cyclotron resonance condition, while the mirror in-
stability is non-resonant. Intermediate-scale variations in
the ambient field could shift the proton cyclotron mode
out of resonance. An assessment of these issues is left for
a future study.
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APPENDIX
A. THE PIC METHOD IN A COMPRESSING BOX
Here, we describe the basic equations of the PIC
method in a compressing or expanding box. We will solve
the relevant equations in the fluid comoving frame, which
is related to the laboratory frame by a Lorentz boost, with
velocity U . We only consider the non-relativistic limit
|U |/c  1, as we justify below. Quantities measured in
the laboratory frame will be labeled with the subscript
“L”. In the comoving frame, we adopt two sets of spa-
tial coordinates, with the same time coordinate. The
unprimed coordinate system in the fluid comoving frame
has a basis of unit vectors, so it is the appropriate co-
ordinate set to measure all physical quantities. Below,
it will be convenient to re-define the unit length of the
spatial axes in the comoving frame such that a particle
subject only to compression or expansion stays at fixed
coordinates. This will be our primed coordinate system
in the fluid comoving frame.
The location of a particle in the laboratory frame is re-
lated to its position in the primed coordinate system of
the fluid comoving frame by xL = Lx
′, where compres-
sion or expansion are described by the diagonal matrix
L =
∂x
∂x′
=
(
ax 0 0
0 ay 0
0 0 az
)
, ` = det(L) , (A1)
where ` is the determinant. In the case of compression
perpendicular to an ordered magnetic field aligned with
the x direction, as assumed in the main body of the pa-
per, we take
ax = 1 , ay = az = (1 + q t
′)−1 . (A2)
In general, ax, ay and az are functions of time, but not of
the spatial coordinates. Note that both primed and un-
primed coordinate systems pertain to the same reference
frame (the comoving frame), so they share the same time
coordinate t′ = t (and so, dt′ = dt). By differentiating
xL = Lx
′, we find
dxL =Ldx
′ + L˙ x′ dt′ , (A3)
where L˙ = dL/dt′. From our discussion above, it
follows that the relation between the primed and un-
primed coordinate systems, both pertaining to the fluid
comoving frame, is such that dx = Ldx′. By defining
U = L˙ x′ = L˙L−1 xL, we can rewrite Eq. (A3) as
dxL = dx+Udt , (A4)
which describes the Lorentz transformation from the co-
moving frame to the laboratory frame, to first order in
the boost velocity |U |/c 1. In a cosmological context,
the velocity U would correspond to the Hubble flow. In
our setup, Ux = 0, whereas Uy = −q y′/(1 + q t′2), and
similarly for Uz. Since the typical scale of our simulations
is the ion Larmor radius rL,i, we find |Uy|/c ∼ |Uz|/c ∼
q rL,i/c ∼ (q/ω0ci)(vth,i/c), where vth,i is the ion thermal
velocity. In the regime relevant for astrophysical accre-
tion flows, we expect non-relativistic ions (vth,i/c  1)
and slow compressions (i.e., q/ω0ci  1), so our assump-
tion |U |/c 1 is easily satisfied.
In analogy to Eqs. (A3) and (A4), the Lorentz trans-
formation of the time coordinate between the laboratory
frame and the comoving frame is
dtL = dt+ (U/c
2) · dx (A5)
= dt′ + (U/c2) · (Ldx′) , (A6)
to first order in the boost velocity |U |/c 1.
From Eqs. (A3)-(A6), one can obtain the relation be-
tween the momentum of a particle in the laboratory
frame and in the comoving frame, as well as the trans-
formation of the particle Lorentz factor. We define
pL = mdxL/dτ and p
′ = mdx′/dτ = L−1p, where
τ is the proper time and p = m dx/dτ is the physical
momentum in the unprimed coordinate system. From
Eqs. (A3)-(A6), it follows that
pL =Lp
′ +Uγ′m (A7)
=p+Uγ m ,
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and similarly, defining the particle Lorentz factor in the
two frames as γL = dtL/dτ and γ
′ = dt′/dτ = γ, we find
γL =γ
′ + (U/c2)·(Lp′/m) (A8)
=γ + (U/c2)·(p/m) ,
consistent with a Lorentz transformation at first or-
der in |U |/c  1. It is trivial to show that γL =√
1 + (pL/mc)2 and γ = γ
′ =
√
1 + (p/mc)2 are con-
sistent with Eq. (A8) to first order in |U |/c 1.20 The
equations above will be used to obtain the Lorentz force
in the comoving frame.
From Eqs. (A3)-(A6), one can also derive the rela-
tion between the temporal and spatial derivatives, when
transforming from the laboratory frame to the comoving
frame (with primed coordinates). We obtain
∂
∂xL
=L−1
∂
∂x′
− U
c2
∂
∂t′
, (A9)
∂
∂tL
=
∂
∂t′
−U ·
(
L−1
∂
∂x′
)
, (A10)
to first order in |U |/c 1. The two equations above will
be used to find the form of Maxwell’s equations in the
comoving frame, as we describe below.
Before proceding, we list the assumptions entering our
derivation below of Maxwell’s equations and the Lorentz
force in the fluid comoving frame:
• We assume that the compression or expansion ve-
locity is non-relativistic, i.e., |U |/c 1. So, we re-
tain only the terms that depend linearly on |U |/c,
neglecting higher order terms, e.g., proportional to
U2/c2 ∝ L˙2. For the same reason, we neglect
terms containing L¨L˙, since this is the temporal
derivative of L˙
2
/2, which we consistently discard.
• We allow for the possibility that the rate of ex-
pansion or compression of the system may change
with time, i.e., L¨ 6= 0. Acceleration terms pro-
portional to L¨ are retained in the equations be-
low, but we argue that they can be neglected in all
the circumstances relevant for this work. In addi-
tion, we remark that our conclusions are the same
when we adopt a different temporal evolution for
the matrix L, such that L¨ = 0 (e.g., if we choose
ay = az = 1−q t, as opposed to our standard choice
ay = az = (1+q t)
−1). So, our main results hold re-
gardless of whether the compression (or expansion)
speed is constant or changing over time.
• The Lorentz force that we obtain below in the fluid
comoving frame holds for any particle momentum,
i.e., for non-relativistic, trans-relativistic or ultra-
relativistic particles.
Maxwell’s Equations
From the usual expressions of Maxwell’s equations in
the laboratory frame, and using Eqs. (A9) and (A10),
20 We remark that it is the unprimed momentum p, and not
the primed momentum p′, that appears in the expression for the
Lorentz factor γ = γ′. As mentioned above, all physical quantities
must be measured in the unprimed coordinate system.
we find the form of Maxwell’s equations in the comoving
frame, to first order in |U |/c 1:
∇′ ·(`L−1E) = 4pi ` ρ′ , (A11)
∇′ ·(`L−1B) = 0 , (A12)
∇′×(LE) =−1
c
∂
∂t′
(`L−1B)− L¨x
′
c2
×E , (A13)
∇′×(LB) = 1
c
∂
∂t′
(`L−1E) +
4pi
c
`J ′− L¨x
′
c2
×B , (A14)
where the temporal and spatial derivatives pertain to the
primed coordinate system (the primed and unprimed sys-
tems share the same time coordinate, so ∂/∂t′ = ∂/∂t,
whereas spatial derivatives differ: ∇′ = L∇). We de-
fine E and B to be the physical electromagnetic fields
measured in the unprimed coordinate system, which are
related to the fields in the laboratory frame via
E = EL +
U
c
×BL ' EL + U
c
×B , (A15)
B = BL − U
c
×EL ' BL − U
c
×E , (A16)
consistent with a Lorentz transformation at first order in
|U |/c  1. At the same order, the charge and current
density transform as
ρL =ρ
′ + (U/c2) · (LJ ′) , (A17)
JL =LJ
′ +Uρ′ , (A18)
and the primed quantities ρ′ and J ′ (measured in the
comoving frame with respect to the primed coordinate
system) appear in Eqs. (A11) and (A14), respectively. In
the unprimed coordinate system, ρ = ρ′ and J = LJ ′.
The form of the electric charge ρ′ and of the electric
current density J ′ will be discussed below.
In the following, we will neglect the two acceleration
terms (∝ L¨) present in Eqs. (A13) and (A14) (we have
already neglected terms containing L¨L˙). Since the typ-
ical scale of our simulations is the ion Larmor radius,
the characteristic magnitude of the acceleration term
in Eq. (A14) will be ∼ q2 rL,iB0/c2, where B0 is the
strength of the ordered magnetic field. This should be
compared with the left hand side of Eq. (A14), which is of
order ∼ δB⊥/ rL,i, where δB⊥ is the characteristic mag-
nitude of the trasverse fluctuations associated with the
ion cyclotron instability. In the main body of the text,
we find that δB⊥/B0 ∼ 1 after the exponential growth
of the ion cyclotron mode, so that the acceleration term
in Eq. (A14) can be neglected if (q/ω0ci)
2(vth,i/c)
2  1,
which is certainly satisfied in our study.21 A similar ar-
gument shows that the acceleration term in Eq. (A13)
can be neglected, since (q/ω0ci)
2(vth,i/c)
2  1. More-
over, as anticipated above, we have explicitly checked
that our conclusions still hold when we adopt a differ-
ent temporal evolution for L with L¨ = 0 (viz., ax = 1,
ay = az = 1− q t, as opposed to our choice in Eq. (A2)).
Our electromagnetic PIC algorithm solves for the two
evolutionary equations (A13) and (A14), neglecting the
21 As a side note, we point out that for our 1D simulations where
the box is along the uncompressed direction x, the two acceleration
terms in Eqs. (A13) and (A14) vanish, since a¨x = 0.
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acceleration terms. The charge-conserving algorithm im-
plemented in TRISTAN-MP, which ensures that
∂
∂t′
(` ρ′ c) +∇′ · (`J ′) = 0 , (A19)
will automatically satisfy Eq. (A11) at all times, provided
that it is satisfied at the initial time.
The time-dependent terms in the matrix L and in its
determinant ` affect the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy con-
dition for numerical stability. For the sake of simplic-
ity, let us consider the case of isotropic compression
ax = ay = ay ≡ a and let us assume that the characteris-
tic compression rate is much smaller than the frequency
of electromagnetic waves. The Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy
condition dictates that
c ≤ a√
3
∆x′
∆t′
, (A20)
for a three-dimensional computational box with ∆x′ =
∆y′ = ∆z′ (for a two-dimensional domain, one should
replace
√
3 with
√
2). For a = (1 + q t)−1, any given
choice of the numerical speed of light will eventually run
into stability issues. Yet, since we are interested in the
evolution of the system only for (1+q t) . 2, we typically
choose c = 0.15 cells/timestep, which is small enough to
avoid stability issues. We have checked that a different
choice of the numerical speed of light (c = 0.2 rather
than c = 0.15) yields identical results.22
The numerical implementation of Eq. (A13) and
Eq. (A14) is straightforward, once we have confirmed
that we may neglect the acceleration terms. In
TRISTAN-MP, the electric and magnetic fields are leap-
frogged in time, so that the algorithm is second order
accurate. Here, it is convenient to define
B′ ≡ `L−1B E′ ≡ `L−1E , (A21)
so that the two evolutionary equations become
∇′ × (`−1L2E′) =−1
c
∂B′
∂t′
, (A22)
∇′ × (`−1L2B′) = 1
c
∂E′
∂t′
+
4pi
c
`J ′ , (A23)
and the algorithm is still second order accurate in time,
provided that the term `−1L2 is evaluated at the same
time as E′ in Eq. (A22) and at the same time as B′
in Eq. (A23). From Eq. (A22), it is easy to derive
the expected evolution of an ordered magnetic field, as
a result of compression. In the case explored in the
main text, ax = 1, ay = az = (1 + q t)
−1, an ordered
field aligned with the x direction will evolve such that
B′ = ` a−1x B =const, or B ∝ (1 + q t)2. This is indeed
the scaling expected from flux freezing. Similarly, if the
ordered field were to be aligned with y or z, it would
evolve as B ∝ (1 + q t), which is again compatible with
flux freezing.
The Lorentz Force
The Lorentz force in the comoving frame can be ob-
tained from the Lorentz force in the laboratory frame
22 For an expanding system, a ≥ 1 and so any choice of c ≤
∆x′/
√
3∆t′ will ensure that the system is stable at all times.
by differentiating Eq. (A7) with respect to time, and re-
membering that dtL/dt
′ = γL/γ′, which can be obtained
from Eq. (A8). At first order in |U |/c 1, we find
dp′
dt′
=−2 L˙L−1p′ + qL−1
(
E +
Lv′
c
×B
)
(A24)
−L¨L−1x′γ′ ,
where q is the particle charge and we have defined v′ =
dx′/dt′ = p′/γ′m. The first term on the right hand
side in Eq. (A24) accounts for the overall compression or
expansion of the system. In the following, we will neglect
the acceleration term ∝ L¨ (we have already neglected
terms containing L¨L˙). By comparison with the first term
on the right hand side of Eq. (A24), the acceleration
term can be discarded if |v′|  q rL,i. For ions, taking
|v′| ∼ vth,i this is equivalent to q/ω0ci  1, which is
fulfilled. For electrons, it constrains the electron-to-ion
temperature ratio to be T0e/T0i  (q/ω0ci)2, which is
realized in all the cases explored in this work.
By neglecting the acceleration term, the evolution of
the particle orbits in the primed coordinate system is
controlled by the following set of coupled equations,
dp′
dt′
=−2 L˙L−1p′ + qL−1
(
E +
Lv′
c
×B
)
, (A25)
dx′
dt′
=v′ . (A26)
In our implementation of the Lorentz force, we do not
solve Eq. (A25), but rather the corresponding equation
for the momentum p in the unprimed coordinate system,
dp
dt′
=− L˙L−1p+ q
(
E +
v
c
×B
)
, (A27)
which is simpler to implement (see below), and has the
advantage that p and v = p/γ m = L−1v′ correspond to
the physical momentum and velocity in the fluid comov-
ing frame, respectively.
The equation for the evolution of the particle energy
follows from Eq. (A27). With the same approximations
adopted above, we find
dγmc2
dt′
= −(L˙ p) · (L−1v) + q v ·E . (A28)
In summary, we solve Eq. (A26) and Eq. (A27), with
the primed velocity in Eq. (A26) being v′ = L−1v. We
remark that the fields E and B in Eq. (A27) are the
electromagnetic fields in the unprimed coordinate sys-
tem, related to B′ and E′ via Eq. (A21).
In the case explored in the main text, viz., ax = 1,
ay = az = (1 + q t)
−1 (see Eq. (A2)), the Lorentz force
in Eq. (A27) gives the correct result that, in the ab-
sence of electromagnetic fields, the particle momentum
in a direction that does not suffer compression is un-
changed, whereas the particle momentum in a direction
that gets compressed increases as p⊥/p0⊥ = (1 + q t). In
the presence of an ordered magnetic field B aligned with
the non-compressed axis (as in Fig. 1, where the field is
along x), the equation for the perpendicular momentum
p⊥ = (p2y+p
2
z)
1/2 can be obtained by summing the equa-
tions for py and pz, after mutiplying them by py and pz,
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respectively. We obtain
1
2
dp2⊥
dt
=
q
1 + q t
p2⊥ , (A29)
which yields again p⊥/p0⊥ = (1 + q t), as in the case
without any magnetic field. On the other hand, the par-
allel momentum does not change during compression, so
p‖ = p0‖. The conservation of the first (µ ∝ p2⊥/|B|) and
second (J ∝ p‖|B|/n) adiabatic invariants easily follows,
since n ∝ (1+q t)2 and |B| ∝ (1+q t)2. So, our equations
are consistent with the so-called CGL double adiabatic
model of Chew et al. (1956). Also, the temporal evolu-
tion of p⊥ and p‖ justifies our choice of quantifying the
electron heating in terms of the χ parameter introduced
in Section 3.3.
We conclude by describing our numerical implementa-
tion of Eq. (A26) and Eq. (A27), i.e., how to solve for
the unprimed momentum p and the primed position x′.
In TRISTAN-MP, the particle momenta and coordinates
are leap-frogged in time. To preserve second-order ac-
curacy, the time-dependent matrix L, which is needed
for v′ = L−1v in Eq. (A26), should be evaluated at the
same time as the particle velocity in Eq. (A26).
As regard to Eq. (A27), in the standard Boris pusher
employed in most PIC codes, the update of the particle
momentum is split into three steps: (i) acceleration via
the electric field for half a timestep; (ii) rotation by the
magnetic field for a full timestep; (iii) acceleration via
the electric field for half a timestep. The rotation by
the magnetic field is still v × B, i.e., it is unchanged
by the compression or expansion of the box. We now
describe how steps (i) and (iii) need to be modified, to
preserve second order accuracy. Let pn and pn+1 be the
particle momenta at timestep n and n + 1, respectively,
and let pn− and pn+ be the momenta respectively before
and after the magnetic rotation. We account for both
the electric acceleration and the overall compression (or
expansion) of the box by solving
pi,n−− pi,n
∆t/2
=−
(
a˙i
ai
)
n+ 12
pi,n+pi,n−
2
+qEi,n+ 12 , (A30)
pi,n+1− pi,n+
∆t/2
=−
(
a˙i
ai
)
n+ 12
pi,n++pi,n+1
2
+qEi,n+ 12 , (A31)
where i = x, y or z. The first equation is used to derive
pi,n− , and from the latter we obtain pi,n+1. An alter-
native implementation relies on the fact that the vector
Lp is constant during the compression (or expansion) of
the box, as one can easily infer from Eq. (A27) in the
case E = B = 0. We have checked that our results are
the same for these two different implementations of the
Lorentz force.
The Electric Current Density
The self-consistent interplay between particles and
electromagnetic fields at the basis of the PIC method
will be completed once we prescribe the electric current
density J ′ as a sum of the contributions of individual
particles. In the unprimed coordinate system of the fluid
comoving frame, the electric current density is simply
J(x, t) =
∑
α
qαvαS[x− xα(t)] , (A32)
where the summation is over the particles α, whose
charges, positions and velocities are respectively qα, xα
and vα. The weighting function S depends on the choice
of the charge deposition scheme. The electric current
density J ′ in the primed system is
J ′ = L−1J = `−1
∑
α
qαv
′
αS[x
′ − x′α(t′)] , (A33)
where we have used the fact that v′ = L−1v and
that the determinant of the coordinate transformation
is |∂x′/∂x| = `−1. It follows that the source term in
Eq. (A14) reads
4pi
c
`J ′ =
4pi
c
∑
α
qαv
′
αS[x
′ − x′α(t′)] . (A34)
Similarly, the charge density in the primed system is
ρ′ = `−1
∑
α
qαS[x
′ − x′α(t′)] . (A35)
From Eq. (A33) and Eq. (A35), the charge conservation
in Eq. (A19) readily follows.
B. THE ELECTRON WHISTLER INSTABILITY
Here, we summarize the main properties of the elec-
tron whistler instability, which has been widely dis-
cussed in the literature (e.g., Gary & Wang 1996; Gary
& Cairns 1999; Gary et al. 2000a; Nishimura et al.
2002; Gary et al. 2011). If the electron anisotropy ex-
ceeds the threshold in Eq. (16), the whistler instability
generates right-handed transverse electromagnetic waves
propagating along or opposite to the mean magnetic
field. The dominant wavelength at marginal stability
is λe = 2piA
−1/2
e,MS c/ωpe and the oscillation frequency is
ωe = Ae,MS (Ae,MS + 1)
−1ωce (Kennel & Petschek 1966;
Yoon & Davidson 1987; Yoon et al. 2011; Bashir et al.
2013). Since the electron anisotropy at marginal stability
is Ae,MS = [βe⊥/βe‖ − 1]MS ∝ β−0.5e‖ (see Eq. (16)), the
dominant wavelength scales as λe ∝ β0.25e‖ , as verified by
Gary & Karimabadi (2006) by means of PIC simulations.
The whistler mode is not the only instability that grows
on electron scales if βe⊥ > βe‖. However, it is the dom-
inant mode in the parameter range that we have ex-
plored in this work. In a compressing system, electron
instabilities will be able to grow in a pristine homoge-
neous plasma only if they are excited before the onset
of ion-driven instabilities (either the mirror or the ion
cyclotron). Since the ion anisotropy reaches at most
Ai ∼ 2 before ion modes go unstable (e.g., see Fig. 3(a)
or Fig. 4(a)), a necessary condition for electron instabil-
ities to develop in our driven setup is that the electron
anisotropy at marginal stability in Eq. (16) is
Ae,MS =
Se
βαee‖
. 2 , (B1)
which implies βe‖ & 0.1 for Se ' 0.55 and αe ' 0.5.
We now show that, in this range of electron beta, the
whistler instability dominates.
As discussed by Gary & Karimabadi (2006), the elec-
tron mirror instability, akin to the ion mirror instabil-
ity presented in Section 3.1, is a purely growing mode
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with compressive fluctuations, having maximum growth
rate at propagation oblique to the mean field. Gary &
Karimabadi (2006) have shown that for 0.1 . βe‖ .
1000, the whistler instability has a larger growth rate and
a lower threshold than the electron mirror. So, the elec-
tron mirror will never dominate in the parameter regime
explored in our work.
Competing instabilities will be excited in low-beta
plasmas with strong magnetizations, i.e., ωce & ωpe.
For βe‖ . 0.025 and ωce ∼ ωpe, the maximum growth
rate is at propagation oblique to the mean field (Gary &
Cairns 1999; Gary et al. 2000a, 2011), and the fluctuating
electric fields become predominantly electrostatic (as op-
posed to the electron mirror mode, which is also oblique).
This electrostatic mode is never important in our param-
eter range, since βe‖ & 0.1 from Eq. (B1). In fact, the
waves that are excited by the electron anisotropy in our
simulations, both in 2D (Fig. 2) and in 1D (Fig. 4), do
not display any significant electrostatic component.
Finally, the Z-mode instability should become im-
portant in highly magnetized plasmas, if ωce & 2ωpe
(Gary & Cairns 1999; Gary et al. 2000a, 2011). In-
cluding relativistic effects, the proper definitions of the
electron cyclotron frequency and plasma frequency are
ωce = e|〈B〉|/〈γe〉mec and ωpe =
√
4pine2/〈γe〉me, re-
spectively smaller by a factor of 〈γe〉 and of 〈γe〉1/2 than
the non-relativistic formulae. Here 〈γe〉 is the average
electron Lorentz factor. The condition ωce & 2ωpe for
the growth of the Z-mode is equivalent to
vAi
c
√
mi
〈γe〉me & 2 . (B2)
In the ultra-relativistic limit 〈γe〉 ' 3 kBTe/mec2, so the
condition in Eq. (B2) for the dominance of the Z-mode
instability is equivalent to βe . 0.1, which is never sat-
isfied in our parameter range, due to Eq. (B1). For non-
relativistic electrons, Eq. (B2) can be rewritten as
kBTe
mec2
1
βe
& 2 . (B3)
The assumption of non-relativistic electrons then is
equivalent to βe  0.5, which is generally not satisfied
in our setup, if we require that electron-scale instabilities
precede ion-scale instabilities (see Eq. (B1)).
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